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FOR NEEDLEWORK AND TILEWORK

A full-color Carolina Gamecock, Citadel Bulldog and
Clemson Tiger are each reproduced on scaled paper
(approximately 22" x 27"), and ready for the do-ityourselfer interested in creating an unusual accent for
personal use or for the home.
Whether it be a pocketbook, chair seat cover, rug,
plaque, card table cover, tote bag, wastebasket cover,
wall hanging, tile top table, or any one of scores of
needlework and tilework applications, these patterns by
Adalee Winter offer interesting creative possibilities.
A how-to-do-it instruction booklet illustrated with
profuse drawings that will make even a novice an accomplished needleworker has also been prepared by Mrs.
Winter.
Patterns of the Gamecock, Bulldog and Tiger are
$2.00 each. The needlework instruction booklet is $1.00
Enclose 25 cents postage and handling charge for each
order to be shipped to separate addresses. South Carolina residents please add 4% sales tax.
Send orders to Sandlapper Press, Inc., Box 1668,
Columbia, S.C. 29202.

Yes, C&S 5% Action Passbook *
savers can depend on a gift 4 times
a year--Spring, Summer,
Winter and Fall.
We want you on our gift list.
Take it from Mr. Culpepper .. . open your
5% Action Passbook Account.
And get our Season's Greetings
4 times a year!
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READERS
COMMENTS
Sandlapper welcomes letters to
the editor on matters of general interest. We ask that the letters be
held to 150 words or less. Excerpts
from this month's letters are presented below.

family fun game!
Developed and copyrighted by a
South Carolinian, T-VU adds fun
to ads. Play while traveling or
watching TV. Four unique discs let
4 people play using letters from
trucks, cars, signs or ads for scoring.
Each game complete with 4 discs
and instructions. Get T-VU for your
family and for Christmas giving.
Only $1.25 a game including postage. Send check or money order to:
DAVID BANKS & CO.
P. 0. Box 235, Dept. S 12
St. Matthews, S. C. 29135
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I was interested in the article by
Patricia G. McNeely, "Syrup Making in Lexington County" (October
1969). Being very familiar with
syrup making from my young days
I would like to know if they make
sorghum syrup, Louisiana ribbon
cane or both. I would like to buy
some good ribbon cane syrup.
Several farmers in upper Richland County used to grow the ribbon cane and there were several
cane mills here but there are none
here now. I don't know if Louisiana
ribbon cane is the correct name but
that is what I always heard it called.
It was brought to this county from
Orangeburg County and has to be
grown in damp, rich low land. It
does not seed and we always
banked the whole stalks over the
winter (covered them with soil),
and planted the stalks cut in about
2-foot lengths in the spring.
Mrs. Boyd J. Eargle
Blythewood, South Carolina
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Your October article, "Bette Coburn-Expressionistic Abstract Artist" was very enjoyable and I look
forward to seeing more articles in
"Sandlapper" about our contemporary South Carolina artists.
Being a lifelong art lover ( and
from S.C.) I have looked, looked
and looked and came to appreciate
( for example) Kline, Motherwell
and Picasso long before Rembrandt.
I like "Spring Ritual" shown and
look forward to seeing the artist's
work.
However, I do not agree with her
statement "Trying to say something
through a painting is not the thing"
and "Creating a work of art is the
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STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION
(as required under the Act of Oct. 23,
1962; Section 4369, Title 39, United
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Columbia, S.C. Stockholders owning one
per cent or more of the capital stock of
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idea."
Beauty can exist without qualifying it as art and vice versa. Purple,
gold, C-sharp minor, Jasmine odor
are all beautiful. The masters Picasso, Goya and Rembrandt (to name
only three) all produced works of
art that are not beautiful ( or art for
art's sake-whatever that is).
My definition of art (painting) is
"A definite universal statement."
That is, not a picture of spring gardens, but rather a visual expression
of what the spring gardens mean to
the artist. Herein lies the importance of all great art. Not only does
it communicate a feeling that could
not have been expressed otherwise,
but it shows a glimpse of the soul as
well.
Ambrose Bierce described painting as the art of protecting a flat
surface from the weather and
exposing it to the critics.
Perhaps we are all three right.
James E. Livingston
New York, New York

My attention has been called to
an error in my article entitled, "The
Legend of the Devil's Track Place,"
appearing in the September issue of
"Sandlapper" which I would like
corrected.
Mrs. Nell Peterkin Reid of Fort
Motte, a descendant of the Heatlys
through her grandmother and
grandfather, writes me that William
George Peterkin was not related to
the Heatly-Dulles-Russell families.
Also, as everyone knows, his wife,
Mrs. Julia Mood Peterkin, the
author, is no longer living.
It was Mrs. Reid who supplied
much of the information for the
article, and it was she who directed
us to the site of "The Devil's Track
Place."
I should like to give recognition
also to John Faust of Orangeburg,
who, while fighting off mosquitoes
and poison ivy, did the photography for the article.
Mrs. Evelyn McD. Frazier
Walterboro, South Carolina

sandlapper
Sa~e Your Copies In
This Handsome Binder
Each sturdy blue binder is fitted
with 12 removable rods, allowing
easy insertion or removal of any
of the year's issues of Sandlapper.
The publication, volume and year
are stamped in gold on the
binder.
Please state whether you desire
a binder for Volume I ( 1968), Volume II (1969) or Volume Ill (1970).
The binders are $4.00 each postpaid. S. C. residents add 4% sales
tax.
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A friendly neighborhood service
station man, originally from South
Carolina, suggested that you or
someone in your organization
might be able to help me run down
some information about Roebuck's
Regiment, raised as a militia unit
during the Revolutionary War in
and around Spartanburg.
I am particularly interested in a
roster of the organization, if such is
available .... I am engaged in
research on a descendant of a man I
believe to have belonged to this
Regiment.
James T. Van Rensselaer
32235 Vista de Catalina
South Laguna, California 92677

Can you Spartanburg County readers offer this gentleman any help?
- Ed.
I have read Eleanor Foxworth's
account of life in the Cedar Swamp
community. Like Miss Foxworth, I
am a native of Williamsburg County
and I share with her her love of that
special part of Low-Country South
Carolina. I have lived away from
there for several years, but I still
consider it home and I return there
every chance I get. Miss Foxworth's
article afforded me a special trip
home, and for that I am grateful.
Delightful as her article was,
there are two things with which I
take issue, the first being that she
did not sufficiently emphasize the
succulence of Williamsburg County
barbecue. I can remember driving
out as a high school student to the
"hot suppers" put on by the various churches at the Cedar Swamp
Community Center. In addition to
the exquisitely prepared vegetable
dishes, macaroni pies, and delightful desserts, there was the barbecue.
Cooked for hours over open coals
and basted with a delectable blend
of vinegar and spices, each fiber of
the pork is a gourmand's delight.
No wonder people travel for miles
for its taste! And catsup, a principal
ingredient in "barbecues" prepared
elsewhere, is found nowhere in the
recipe.
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Secondly, many residents of
Cedar Swamp have a unique lilt to
their speech. It is similiar to the
old, "true" Charlestonian dialect,
but even more appealing, a throwback to the Georgian English
spoken by their ancestors. Cedar
Swamp becomes "Cedar Swohmp"
to rhyme with the ou sound of
"ought." Hot becomes "hawht,"
Clinton becomes "Clainton," my
becomes "moiee." Marvelous to
hear, the brogue identifies residents
of that community throughout the
county.
Charles E. Preacher, M.D.
(LCDR/MC/USNR)
Portsmouth, Virginia
There is a typographical error in
my Huguenot Torte story on page
5 7, October 1969 "Sandlapper"
that I think ought to be corrected.
In the receipt for the "ThreeLayer Huguenot Torte," the ingredient listed as "12 teaspoons flour,
mixed with" should read "12 tablespoons flour, mixed with."
Charles E. Thomas
Greenville, South Carolina
Your recent article on the "Kissing Bridges" was quite good, but I
should like to add some information concerning the Long Cane
Creek Bridge in McCormick County.
Prior to a flood in 1888 when
Long Cane Creek broke all records
before or since, there was a flat
bridge located above the present
one which was swept away by the
flood. The little village that was
located on the east consisted of a
flour mill, a corn mill, a shoe shop,
tanyard, blacksmith shop and a
wood shop as well as two general
stores.
All were badly damaged or swept
away. The only thing today that
remains is the brick wall of the old
mill-mute witness of the once
thrifty little village. This was Abbeville County until 1916 when
McCormick County was formed.
(Continued on page 31)
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Mrs. McNair Does.
Do You?

South Carolina's First Lady depends on
Piazza 52 Boutique to help her achieve a standout fashion look, no matter how glittering and
gala the holiday occasion might be. You can
depend on Piazza 52 Boutique, too. For that
just-right party dress. For glamorous at-home
outfits. For unusual gifts, too. It's the place
where you'll find high fashion wearing some
very modest price tags.

Mrs. Robert E. McNair is photographed in the
drawing room at P iazza 52 Boutique wearing
a jeweled black and gold brocade ball gown
designed by Eloise Curtis. Holiday party gowns
at Piazza 52 Boutique are priced from $25.

lBm,,a 52 Jljoutiqut ; :,; ;;·~;,;: ',';~ ~ ;~

u

HIGHWAY 52, MONCKS CORNER, S. C . MONDAY-SATURDAY 10 AM · 6 PM TEL . (803) 899-6300
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e-Cooper wayl
The great living at Santee-Cooper is
offered South Carolinians in many ways,
including lots available for leasing.
You may lease a lot for 40 years . . .
with an option for an additional I 0
years at the same rate. Thousands
already are enjoying vacations or
permanent homes on beautiful lots
around the lakes . For information, contact Chief Land Agent, South
Carolina Public Service Authority,
Moncks Corner, South Carolina .

~£~1fllilli
©@@l?lliill
SOUTH CAROLINA
PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY

Next Month m
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AINSLEY HALL
MANSION
By Jennie C. Dreher

DR. WIL LOU GRAY
By Patricia G. McNeely

COLUMBIA'S
CHANGING SKYLINE
By Russell Maxey

FT. JACKSON
By Larry Cribb

S. C. ED0CATIONAL TELEVISION
By Henry G. Cauthen
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Christmas is a happy time ...
expensive, but happy!
Cover the cost of next Christmas-join SCN's 1970 Christmas
Club now.
LP stereo album "Let's Have a Party" .. . featuring artists like
Pete Fountain, Lawrence Welk, Roger Williams and Sammy
Davis, Jr., ... only $1, when you open an SCN Christmas Club.

SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL BANK
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

By Ellen H. Johnsey

The Brattonsville plantation house, or Brick
House, erected just before the Civil War, is
being restored by the Samuel Mendenhalls.
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RATTONSVILLE
The large stately oaks are now crowded with vines and thick brush.
A brave rose bush, half strangled and hungry for attention, struggles
toward the sun and produces deformed blossoms. Houses, once regal,
friendly and filled with laughter and tears, crumble in ruin - their
shame mercifully hidden by high weeds and undergrowth.

ere children played; here history
was written in blood and courage. Here was once a village.
Now the laughter is but an echo
carried by the wind's whisper. Now
all is quiet save the sounds of the
bobwhite and the mockingbird.
Brattonsville-nearly 200 years
old. Site of the Battle of Williamson's Plantation some three months
before the Battle of Kings Mountain. Home of the Bratton families.
A landmark in history. Now it is a
monument of decay, fostered by
the indifference and insensitivity of
a busy 20th century. Teen-age
scribblings mar the once beautiful
walls of the old homes. Every
mantel has been ripped from its
mooring as if a great search had
been made for hidden treasure.
Ceilings, walls and attics are covered with dirt dauber homes and
the winds have blown rain and debris through paneless windows.
Despite the sad condition of the
once busy village, there is a splendor which cannot be destroyed for
those who love the saga of Brattonsville. It all began in 1776-the

H
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year the colonies declared their independence.
William Bratton received a land
grant from King George III. He and
his wife, Martha Robinson Bratton,
founded the small community and
moved into the original log house
built by Bratton.
Brattonsville, in present York
County, was the stopping place for
stagecoaches between Yorkville and
Chesterville and, of course, it was
the log house at which they
stopped. The house was sturdy and
more than just a cabin for the
weary travelers. The small porch is
centered by a wooden door opening
into the large main room of the
house. There is much original
plaster but showing in spots are
hand-hewn laths. The seven-foot
fireplace in the living room is one
of three in the house and to the
right of the large chimney a winding stairway leads to a room above.
This room was lighted by four small
windows, used first as gunports in
battles with Indians and later as
lookouts for snipers against the
British and Tories.

On a July night in 1780, Martha
Bratton was alone in this log house
with her two sons. Her husband,
William, was now a colonel on
Thomas Sumter's staff and he and a
force of 7 5 men were in the Kings
Mountain area.
On that day British Capt. Christian Huck, commanding 500 Regulars and Tories, marched into Brattonsville and camped at Williamson's farm, about a quarter of a
mile from the log house.
Huck came to Martha Bratton
that day in hopes of learning the
whereabouts of her husband and his
men. He plied her with the offer of
a commission for Bratton in the
British Army. She refused to
answer. Huck, infuriated, threw one
of her sons to the floor and broke
the child's nose. One of his men
grabbed Martha and would have beheaded her with a reaping hook had
not another officer intervened.
Mrs. Bratton was ordered to
prepare supper for the British officers. She entertained the thought
of putting poison in the food but
decided against it, fearing her hus9

band and his men might return and
eat some of it. While the British ate,
she and her sons were locked in a
room ups t.airs. After the meal,
Huck and his officers departed for
Williamson's farm to sleep.
Later that night Bratton and his
men arrived and, hearing of his
wife's intimidation, decided to
attack. For an hour the Battle of
Williamson's Plantation waxed hot.
Astride his horse, Capt. Huck attempted to rally his men; but it was
in vain and he was mortally
wounded by a Whig bullet. When
Huck fell, his men threw down
their arms and fled. Some were captured, and 35 or 40 lay wounded or
dead upon the field. Of the Whig
ranks only one was killed and historians record that his name was
Campbell.
The victory at Williamson's Plantation had a salutary and import.ant
effect on the destinies of our st.ate.
It was the first check given to the
British troops since their landing in
Carolina in 1780----the first time
after the fall of Charleston that any
power had repelled the hitherto-

Above: The old outside kitchen of the
plantation house, a portion of which is
visible in the background. Left: The original log house built by William Bratton
nearly 200 years ago. This was a stopping
place for stagecoaches between Yorkville
and Chesterville. Right: The Homestead,
built in 1825 by Dr. John Bratton, a son
of William Bratton. The doctor built a
small brick building beside this house
which served as his office and apothecary.
-Photos by Joel Nichols
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fore victorious enemy.
Among the captured was the
British officer who had intervened
to save Martha Bratton's life.
Marked for execution, his life was
spared at the request of Mrs. Bratton. She also attended the British
wounded.
By 1825 the sons of William
Bratton had long grown to manhood and one of them, Dr. John
Bratton, erected a stately mansion
across the road from the log house.
It has two stories and an attic and
the main body is built of pine siding. When the house was initially
erected it had a tall, columned
two-story front porch in the colonial fashion. A cyclone took the
porch away a number of years ago
and a small entrance porch replaced

it. To the side of this house, which
is called The Homestead, was built
a small brick building which served
as office and apothecary for Dr.
Bratton. At the rear is a breezeway
leading to a spacious dining room.
Hand-carved bannisters lead the
way up the stairs to the upper
floors.
The Brick House, which is close
to the road, was the third house
built at Brattonsville. It was erected
by slaves just prior to the War Between the States and is imposing
with white plastered brick columns
and flat stone porch. The brick
house had two front doors, one a
family entrance and the other opening into a store. Earlier Brattons
disliked the idea of having a store in
their home so a long, wooden store

was erected beside the Brick House.
The store stocked necessities and a
few luxuries such as coffee. When
new supplies arrived, a slave was
sent out with samples of fine calico
and other materials to show area
residents who then would come in
to make their selections.
The Brick House has had no
members of the Bratton family as
residents since 1914. Later generations rented the home to tenants.
Now it has been bought by York
County Representative Samuel
Mendenhall and he and his wife are
in the process of restoring it.
As late as the 1940s the log
house was still occupied by tenants.
It has been leased by the Yark
County Historical Association. At
present The Brattonsville Historical

~
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Commission, a project program
under the Resource, Conservation
and Development Committee, is
trying to get aid to restore the preRevolutionary home and battlefield.
But The Homestead, probably
the most regal of the three homes,
is falling into ruin-apparently beyond repair. The doors of the log
house and the homestead are open
to the wind. History is written on
this wind.
Ellen H. Johnsey is a free-lance
writer from Yark.
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Above: Slave quarters of the plantation
house. The only openings in the brick
structure were the door at left and the
two windows at the front. Far left:
Storage house of the plantation (seen
at left of photo). and the Brick House,
to the right and back in the woods.
Upper left: The basement of the plantation house was used for storage before a separate building was constructed
for this purpose. Left: The original smokehouse, located next to the kitchen.
-Photos by Joel Nichols
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he battle began innocently
enough in February 1968 with a
phone call from New York, a
pleasant voice identifying its owner
as R.S. Ransom, production manager of "The American Sportsman"
TV show. He wanted to know what
field sports program possibilities
were available in South Carolina
and someone had referred him to
me.
I immediately suggested a quail
hunting sequence, using my dogs,
naturally, but he said they had already shot a quail program. I then
suggested a feature on the landlocked striped bass of SanteeCooper. He seemed to like the idea
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and over the next couple of weeks
we had considerable correspondence and a couple more phone conversations. Somewhere along the
line I suggested that I be put on the
complimentary subscription list of
"The American Sportsman" magazine, adding that I might review it
in our department magazine,
"South Carolina Wildlife." I already
received complimentary subscriptions to all the leading outdoor
magazines.
Ransom wrote that he was placing my name on the subscription
list and a few weeks later the first
issue arrived, followed within a few
days by a bill for $20 covering a
year's subscription. In another
phone conversation with Ransom
he told me to ignore the bill which
had evidently been sent in error.
Shortly afterwards began a deluge of dunning letters, Publisher
Jerry Mason writing early in April
and calling attention to my "delinquent account" of $20. I wrote telling him of my conversations with
Ransom and my understanding that
the subscription would be a complimentary one, and asking that the
subscription be canceled if it was
not a free one.
A couple of weeks later I received another letter from Mason,
in which he made no mention of
my letter of explanation but, rather, started off with a quotation
from Shakespeare dealing with how
frustrating it is not to be paid for
something you have done. I regret I
misplaced this letter but on June 13
I wrote Mason as follows:
' 'As Shakespeare should have
written-'How dull it is to continue
receiving duns for something you
are not receiving.' " I also reviewed
what I had said in my previous
letter, adding that, "If the one issue
I received was sent on a complimentary basis through error, just bill me
and I will pay."
Next, after a few routine duns,
came a form letter addressed:
"Dear Subscriber," from Richard
Cummings, Department of Accounts, which I returned with my
comments in brackets as follows:

' 'We have written you many
times over the past several months
concerning the enclosed bill-which
is now seriously overdue. [I am not
getting the magazine, nor do I want
to get it.]
"We have asked you to let us
know if there is something wrongif your account had been improperly charged or you were somehow
dissatisfied with your subscription
to 'The American Sportsman.' We
have tried scrupulously to be faiibut we have not heard from you. [I
have written repeatedly.]
"This must be our last appeal for
payment; if we do not hear from
you within the next five days, the
matter will be out of our hands.
[This is my last appeal to you to
get off my back.]
"We hope that it will not be
necessary to refer your name to our
credit department. By responding
promptly, your subscription will remain active-and your credit rating
will remain untarnished. [If you
turn the matter over to your credit
department, I'll turn it over to my
lawyer for harassment.]"
I also told Cummings I was getting damn good and tired of being
billed for something I was not receiving and assured him that I
would welcome his turning the
matter over to the credit department. I also stated that in regard to
his threats to my credit rating, it
was much better than his bookkeeping. I also enclosed mimeographed copies of all correspondence, except a few that I had mislaid.
I go no more letters for a while,
although the form notices of my
alleged delinquency kept arriving at
the rate of about one a week, and
began to hope the matter was settled. But then a Thomas Young
stepped into the breach with a
letter in late September:
"Just in case you 're like the rest
of us who can never find a pen
around the house, I'm sending one
to you with the hope that you will
use it to write a check (which is
now long overdue) to pay for your
subscription to 'The American
Sand lapper

Sportsman.'
"Despite our previous efforts we
have not heard from you regarding
the unpaid bill. We hesitate to
mention it again-it's only a matter
of $20--but, not only do we feel
that you won't want to miss out on
the next issue of this fine magazine,
we also believe you will not want to
jeopardize your credit rating for
such a small amount. If $20 is too
much to pay at one time, at least
send a partial payment to show
your good faith.
"Please be sure to enclose this
letter with your payment, so we
can credit your account.
''For your convenience, a
stamped addressed envelope is enclosed, as well as the ball point pen
which is yours to keep with our
thanks."
On October 7 I wrote Young as
follows:
"I sincerely hope a computer or
some type of robot has been handling your end of the correspondence regarding my alleged failure to
pay for a subscription to 'The
American Sportsman,' for I would
hate to think a human being could
be so stupid, even a vice-president. I
will for the last time recite the
events that began last winter."
Here I wrote several paragraphs
describing the events that had followed my innocent request to be
put on their free circulation list,
and again offered to pay for the
one issue I had received.
It was around this time that I got
a letter from a Mrs. Gladys
Nadaner, whose title I can't recall. I
have misplaced this letter and my
answer but I do recall that her
letter contained some more threats
of legal action, appeals to my better
nature, and descriptions of what
my delinquent account was doing
to the credit structure of America.
(From my years of newspaper
experience, I already had decided
that the mental capacities of circulation department and business office men are much below those of
the elite of journalism-the reporters and editors-and never
could figure out why they made
December, 1969

more money. My tormentors were ing with:
doing nothing to change my atti'' I now understand what was
tude.)
feared by Huxley, Orwell and other
Following this came a letter from writers-an assault by computers. I
National Publisher's Service, Inc., wonder whether Cummings, Mason,
signed by Nora T. Cannon, manager Young, etc., are actually code
of collection department, with a names for various computers. If so
notation that it was "Attn.: E. Col- their works need oiling."
lingwood." By this time they were
Then on November 29 came a
not trying to collect the full $20. ray of hope in a letter from D.
This letter requested only $10, Haines, Customer Service of "The
while Mrs. Nadaner's had offered American Sportsman":
settlement for $7. Miss (or Mrs.)
"This is in reply to your recent
Cannon's letter read:
letter regarding an invoice you have
"Your long overdue account received from the National Pubwith the above company is now in lisher's Service, Wilmington, Delaour hands for settlement. To pro- ware.
tect your credit, this matter should
"We deeply regret that through a
be given your immediate attention. computer error your account was
"You have a legal obligation to forwarded to National for collecpay for your order-which was tion. [Not a word of apology for all
mailed to you by our client.
their duns and threats of legal
"The merchandise can not be re- action.] We are advising them of
turned to discharge this obligation, this error and requesting them to
and we have been instructed to col- cease dunning, close their file imlect this balance without further mediately, and notify you of same.
delay. We intend to do just that.
[They never did.] You will receive
"In an effort to cooperate, we verification of this action from
will wait TEN DAYS to hear from their office. [I never did.]
you before taking further action.
"Please accept our sincere apol'' Have payment in our hands ogy for the trouble you have exwithin TEN DAYS, or contact us perienced in this matter. We hope
regarding satisfactory arrangements that you understand errors of this
kind, although carefully prevented
for settlement."
On November 26 I wrote Miss [Exactly what does 'carefully preCannon, Attn.: E. Collingwood, as vented' mean?], do once in a while
follows:
occur with our computer system of
"Frankly, nothing would give me billing.
more pleasure than for you to turn
"Again we extend our most
what you term my 'long overdue humble apology for this error and
account' over to your legal depart- thank you for your indulgence."
ment. Rather than burden you with
I thought this had ended the
excess reading, I'll merely refer you matter but a week later came
to correspondence, which I assume another of the familiar duns from
is still available, with the following: "The American Sportsman,'' ( or at
Mr. R.S. Ransom, Mr. Richard least I figi 1 red it was) and after reCummings, Mr. Jerry Mason, Mr. sisting the temptation to chew it up
Thomas Young and Mrs. Gladys I merely threw it in the trashcan.
Nadaner, an illustrious company to
I have heard no more from the
which has been added the names of magazine or its collecting agencies.
Nora T. Cannon and E. Colling- I received a letter June 30, 1969,
wood. I am glad and honored that I asking if "The American Sportshave climbed so far up the delin- man" could be put on the compliquent file that I am being billed by mentary list to receive our publicharacters with one initial, for cation. But they don't have to
which I thank J. Christ."
worry about complications-"South
Then for a couple of paragraphs I Carolina Wildlife" doesn't use comreviewed the entire matter conclud- puters in its circulation department.
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Scenes from "Oliver!"-premiere production of the new Sumter Little Theatre.
-Photos by Trimble

WANDERING

~g:~ii: SUMTER

LITTLE THEATRE
L

ast April the Sumter Little
Theatre opened with "Oliver,"
its first production in almost
two years. After 20 years of wandering, Sumter's amateur players
have a place they can call home-a
structure modern in every detail.
This is not to say that the Little
Theatre has shared since its founding the vicissitudes of the tribes of
ancient Israel. Sumter has been
most kind in a way we like to think
is special to our community. It has
permitted the use of various school
auditoriums, a bottling company
community room and, for an extended period, a small school building not in use by the Sumter school
system. But it wasn't the same as
having our own four walls.
When performances were given in
school auditoriums there was alSandlapper
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HAROLD J. QUIN
ways the problem of disposal of settings after each presentation. An
active school needs free use of its
hall ways, and the principal can
hardly be expected to address his
students before a backdrop from
"Teahouse of the August Moon."
During this hectic early period, the
theatre was also giving performances out of town, sponsored by
community groups in Camden,
Manning and Florence, and at Shaw
Air Force Base and Hillcrest
School. It boggles the imagination
to consider all the putting up and
taking down that went on in those
early days.
Acquiring sole use of the school
building was a distinct improvement. But first this structure had to
be transformed. Initially it was conceived as a place for a workshop
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and a storeroom. Then it was decided that the building could serve
as a theatre. Partitions and walls
had to be moved to make a suitable
auditorium, and dressing and storage rooms had to be mapped out
and constructed. Seats were built
up so that the stage was level with
the front row. There was plumbing
to consider, and lighting, and heating, and painting, and stage curtains .... Also, the whole building
had to be strengthened to compensate for the changes that were
made. When it was completed
(never really) it was an adequate
place and served for almost 15
years.
In 1965 the school building was
declared safe no longer, an announcement long expected, and the
Little Theatre was compelled once

again to look around for a place to
hang its collective hat. The final
production, "The Sound of Music,"
had been a huge success; thus, the
situation was not regarded with despair. Moreover, a drive to raise
money for a new building was
under way and plans were being
considered for this permanent
structure.
Meanwhile, efforts were made to
keep the theatre alive. A large store
was rented, seats were installed and
a stage was constructed. It was a big
job, but the rewards were slight:
Only one show, "Mary, Mary," was
presented. Then the interim theatre
had to revert to the owners of the
building for other use. Equipment
went into storage and Sumter was
without an active theatre group.
This seems an appropriate place
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for talking about what the Little
Theatre produced in its first epoch.
Also, it might be of interest to look
at how from a mechanical, technical, costuming (you name it)
standpoint the plays and musicals
were staged.
Sumter's players covered the
field of popular productions. They
put on musicals, at first old standbys: "H.M.S. Pinafore," "Naughty
Marietta," "The Mikado" and "The
Merry Widow," and then, in 1957,
went modern with "Guys and
Dolls." Musicals that followed included "The King and I" and "The
Sound of Music." People are still
debating which of the latter two
was the better.
The first drama and first staged
production of the Little Theatre
was "You Can't Take It with You."
This was followed by the sinister
"Night Must Fall." Then there were
"Arsenic and Old Lace," "Life with
Father" and numerous others. In
1950, its second year, the Little
Theatre presented the Sumter Sesquicentennial Pageant, representing
the 150th year of the city of
Sumter, an elaborate production
with a cast of over 300. The pageant helped in no small measure to
put the theatre before the eyes of
the Sumter public. It also provided
valuable additions to the theatre's
supply of costumes for use in
period pieces presented subsequently.
In its first three years the Little
Theatre produced 16 plays-not
including the Sesquicentennial
Pageant-and until its closing in
1965, this pace was generally maintained with smash hits such as
"Come Blow Your Horn," "Teahouse of the August Moon,"
"Angel Street" and "Send Me No
Flowers." For the children (actors
as well as spectators), there were
"The Pied Piper," "Hansel and
Gretel," "Alice in Wonderland,"
"A Christmas Carol" and, of course,
the many children in the cast of
"The King and I." "Send Me No
Flowers" was especially noteworthy in that its director substituted at almost the last minute in
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one of the major roles when its
original player, a Shaw Field airman, was unexpectedly transferred.
We have benefited greatly from
the interest and activity of the personnel from Shaw Air Force Base.
They help in every department, and
they have many skills to offer. Most
frequently Shaw has provided the
one person needed to fill a key
place in a cast. Few will forget the
theatre's great luck in getting a
Shaw wife, formerly a professional
singer, to play Anna in "The King
and I." And for "The Hasty Heart"
Shaw came through proudly with
props-cots, mattresses, pajamas,
robes and slippers.
The Little Theatre, like most
groups of this kind, is dependent
upon the good will of the surrounding community for many of its
props and costumes. A column in
the Sumter Daily Item, "Backstage," has been one of the principal means for announcing needs:
"Here's that begging bowl again."
Pleas go out for varying items: a
stove, chairs, cµrtains, clothes, etc.
A lot of sewing has been done
over the years by board members
and volunteers. Authenticity is always a must, especially with clothing. Intensive research must be carried out in all available references:
encyclopedias, old newspapers and
magazines, old paintings and photographs.
It would be of little use to assemble masses of clothing, chairs,
tables and beds without the technical know-how of the people responsible for the sets. Frequently
sets must be intricate affairs requiring great skill in design and construction. For "The Diary of Ann
Frank," rooms to the left and right
of the main attic living area were
required to bring out poignant bits
of this significant drama. With the
help of lighting it went off extremely well.
Similar ingenuity was shown in
"Teahouse of the August Moon,"
where tiled roof effects were obtained with colored mailing tubes.
For "The King and I," columns
were simulated by cloth cylinders

drawn up and suspended from the
ceiling of the stage and unfolded to
the floor when needed. In "Oliver,"
London fog was produced by putting dry ice in hot water and using a
fan to blow the resultant vapor
across the stage.
A monumental task was the
creation of sets for "St. Joan." It
was necessary to make a tent, a
castle, a court, a king's chamber, a
cathedral-seven sets in all-for this
performance. A single set is sufficient for many plays, however.
A lesson about practices of the
past and needs of the present was
learned the hard way in "St. Joan."
One day the director was trying on
armor and found he couldn't get
out of it unaided. He was alone and
had to wait for help. This incident
led to the appointment of squires in
the dressing room and a new respect for the place of these knights'
attendants in days gone by.
The theatre was fortunate in its
early days to have two paid directors, but money later became scarce
and it was necessary to operate on a
purely volunteer basis. As luck
would have it, directors appeared
almost like magic, often well qualified either through previous theatrical experience or because of long
interest in little theatre work.
It was not uncommon for Little
Theatre people to double in brass:
A director in one play might, in
another, become wardrobe chief, or
an actor, or a stage manager responsible for sets. It was a wonderful
place for those who loved the footlights to acquire a broad knowledge
of the theatre. Luckily, most of this
knowledge is still around and it
proved of inestimable value in the
new theatre's first offering.
The new theatre building, on
land donated by the city of Sumter,
is situated on a knoll generally
northwest of the Clemson University complex. It is of stacked block
construction, nearly square, and
ranges up to 20 feet high on the
inside, with seating for approximately 250. The arena pattern of
the previous building has been retained so that once again the stage
Sand lapper

Above: The Little Theatre as seen from
the northeast corner. Left: While waiting
to go onstage, cast members play chess.
-Photos by Trimble

is level with the front row seats.
The stage is 63 feet across and 40
feet deep, almost three times the
size of that in the old school building. This will permit practically any
kind of extravaganza. Equally important, this much greater space
will allow for activity in the wings
never possible in the theatre's previous homes. Two revolving platforms are included in the stage,
thus providing for rapid set changes
and a great reduction in the noise
so often associated with moving
from scene to scene. Heating and
air conditioning have been installed,
allowing year-round use of the
building.
Enthusiasm is at a high pitch.
With the unquestioned success of
"Oliver" (three out of six nights
completely sold out), and no dearth
of talent ( approximately 300 persons had a hand in putting on
"Oliver"), the future looks bright.

Harold J. Quin is from Sumter.
December, 1969
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OYSl'ERS~BWECHE,ESE
eaufort has flourished under six
flags during its 300-odd colorful, history-making years. Its
cuisine is as varied and interesting
as its invading forces.
Since some of the finest seafoods
in the world abound in the salt
water creeks, bays and inlets
around Beaufort, it is quite fitting
that tiny creek shrimp, plump,
sweet oysters and blue crab play an
important part in Beaufort's
distinctive style of "Southern
cooking."
"The Beaufort Cookbook" by
Dee Hryharrow and Isabel M.
Hoogenboom, now in its second
printing, preserves traditional recipes so typical of the region.
Beaufort's historic JohnsonDanner House, built by Dr. Joseph
Johnson early in the 19th century,
has long been associated with social
events and the culinary arts. Dr.
Johnson's descendants have lived
here continuously, except during
Beaufort's occupation by Federal
troops. At that time the family fled
and The Castle, as the house is
called, was used as a hospital. It was
so beautiful that the commanding
officer did not allow its destruction.
Like many old mansions, the
Johnson-Danner House has a ghost.
The legendary hunch-backed figure
was first seen by Dr. Johnson as he
supervised planting of the garden.
Since then, others have seen the
little dwarf slipping through the
shrubbery or have heard him walk-
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ing through the halls at night. The
little dwarf is said to have come to
the shores of Beaufort with Jean
Ribaut, and to have frequented the
garden because he loved the gardens
of England which this garden typifies. Since the house also resembles
an English castle, the little ghost
must feel quite at home here.
In recent years the house has
been photographed for many
national magazines and was used by
the U.S. Department of Commerce
in its "Visit the USA" program.
This house was selected for the department's travel poster because it
is so typical of antebellum Southern manor houses of the rice olanting era.
During Christmas week each year
this old house takes on a gala holiday air when Mr. and Mrs. Howard
E. Danner, its present occupants,
give their annual Christmas party.
Huge fires glow in the reception
rooms and dining room while
Christmas greenery and lighted

Eva G. Key is from Mt. Pleasant.

candles greet guests in the great
hall.
Traditional foods and drinks are
served during this festive occasion.
According to one of the cookbook
editors, Dee Hryharrow-who was
born in this historic house-Oysters
and Blue Cheese, served in a huge
silver tureen, is always the favorite
dish served at this party. In the old
days the dish was prepared in the
outside cookhouse and carried
steaming hot to the "Big House."
Given below by special permission of the authors is a scaled-down
recipe for the French-inspired delicacy. (The original recipe for this
oyster dish called for: "one gallon
of fresh, sweet oysters.")
OYSTERS WITH BLUE CHEESE

1 quart oysters (fresh from the bay)
6 tablespoons chopped celery
4 teaspoons Worcestershire Sauce
6 ounces blue cheese
1h cup sour cream
Juice of 1h lemon
3,4 stick of butter
Salt and pei"5per to taste

Melt the cheese in the top of a
double boiler; stir in the Worcestershire sauce and the sour cream.
Divide the oysters into six individual ramekins, then sprinkle each
with lemon juice and salt and
pepper; add some of the chopped
celery to each. Next add an equal
amount of the blue cheese sauce to
each ramekin or serving dish. Bake
at 400 degrees until oysters curl.
Serve at once. Serves six.
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OUR TAX BILL LAST VEAR WAS $21.6 MILLION.
THAT'S ALOT OF NEW BUSES.
Or classrooms.
Or miles of highway. Or hospital improvements. Or increased
teachers' salaries.
Some people, even our own customers, who pay for our services,
are suprised to learn how much
we pay in taxes.
In some communities, we pay

more than any other company.
That's right. Company.
We pay these taxes because we
are not an agency of the State or
Federal Government. We're a business.
And we have to operate like a
business, which includes paying
our full share of local, state and

federal taxes.
A business which knows the importance of superior service, the
importance of keeping rates as low
as possible.
Or it's out of business.
And there go the buses, the
classrooms, the highways, the hospitals, higher salary for teachers ...

A Unique Partnership Exists Between College And Community

--~
"IN
•

COLLEGE

the beginning, said a Persian poet - Allah took a rose,
a lily, a dove, a serpent, a little honey, a Dead Sea apple,
and a handful of clay. When he looked at the amalgam
-it was a woman."
Although William Sharp, an English poet, wrote those
words nearly a century ago, their significance is even more
obvious today. Preparing for modern womanhood calls for
the development and the adroit blending of an ever increasing variety of traits and skills ... not the least of which are
those pertaining to her expanding role in the community.
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A student in the art department inks a woodcut in preparation for making a print.

Ravenel. Outside, horses' hooves
thudded on a street still soft from
early spring rains. Occasionally a
carriage paused to let a passenger
dismount and enter the building.
That day 14 of Spartanburg's
leading citizens had gathered
around a long table in the library to
explore a proposal to establish a
college for women. Among these
gentlemen was Dexter Edgar Converse, a pioneer in South Carolina's
cotton textile industry. A native of
Vermont, with a daughter of college age, he was keenly aware of the
need in the South for a college
which would provide for women a
thorough and liberal education.
When the meeting adjourned in
early evening, the men had agreed
to form a stock company and raise
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enough money through private
subscription to buy the site and
Main Building of the old St. John's
College. Within 18 months these
goals were achieved, and on Oct. 1,
1890, the college, named for Mr.
Converse, held its first academic
session.
Since its founding, Converse has
become one of the leading colleges
for women in the South. It was the
first college in South Carolina to be
placed on the accredited list of
both the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools and the Association of American Universities. It
was also the first South Carolina
college whose graduates were admitted to membership in the American Association of University
Women, as well as the first to have

a chapter of Mortar Board, a
national honor society for senior
women. It is a member of the
Southern University Conference. Its
School of Music is a charter member of the National Association of
Schools of Music.
But it is just as important that a
college earn "accreditation" from
the pt, blic. Converse won this
recognition through its philosophy
of concern for the individual as well
as through its role of good citizenship in the community.
Both academically and culturally, the college and the community
benefit each other. For the past
several years, for example, selected
undergraduates have worked with
the S.C. School for the Deaf and
Blind, located in Spartanburg
County, in a cooperative program
to prepare themselves for certification as teachers of the deaf. The
faculties and staffs of Spartanburg
city and county schools assist the
college in another teacher-training
program-one which leads to
certification of Converse students
as elementary and secondary school
teachers. The cooperation of
regional public and private schools
also makes it possible for the
college to offer the degree of Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT).
Converse was the first college in the
state to offer MAT degrees, and
currently is one of only two in
South Carolina.
There are 173 Converse graduates teaching this year in Spartanburg city or county schools and 12
others in administrative positions.
Because 73 of these graduates hold
master's degrees from the MAT
program at Converse, the area's
public schools are entitled to an
additional $75,000 in state funds.
Besides supplying many teachers
for the local schools, Converse also
has instituted an up-graded program
in education for older teachers and
thus helps relieve critical shortages
in this vital area of community
concern.
Faculty and staff at Converse
presently belong to over 25 community organizations, not including
Sand lapper
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Above : Carmichael Hall, which houses Hartness Auditorium and classrooms for
liberal arts subjects. Below: A Converse student practices teaching to the deaf.
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Below : Morris Dormitory, dedicated in
the spring of 1964. Bottom: Gwathmey
Library, named for the college's third
President, Dr. Edward M. Gwathmey.
Right: The sophomore class is responsible
for decorating the tree in the foyer of
Wilson Hall just prior to the college's
annual Christmas dance weekend.

churches, and they have held more
than 50 offices at one time or
another.
Culturally, in the 12 major areas
of concert activity in the community, Converse is involved in 11.
Student musicians perform with the
Spartanburg Symphony Orchestra
and the Concert Band in addition
to their work with college musical
ensembles, most of which give
performances that are open to the

public. The Spartanburg Concert
Series and the College Lecture
Series are attended by both communities-college and city. All of
the highly successful productions of
the Spartanburg Little Theatre
since World War II have relied on
the professional guidance and
participation of many Converse
College people.
A popular and rewarding way in
which many Converse students
spend their leisure hours is working
with children and teen-agers in
schools for the handicapped and in
church neighborhood centers; or
with the elderly in Spartanburg's
nursing homes and hospitals,
through a student-inspired volunteer organization which operates in
conjunction with the Converse
Student Christian Association.
Likewise, in many instances, the
city goes to the college campus.
Converse has a unique Pre-College
Department, founded a quarter century ago, which is said to be one of
the largest of its kind. Through this
department, first class instruction is
available to area children in many
categories of music, dance and equitation. This year alone, some 436
young people from Spartanburg
County participated in this most
successful program.
Over the past dozen years,
Converse has spent over $7 million
for new construction and remodeling on its campus in addition to
its regular yearly expenditures.
Long range development plans already scheduled on the Converse
campus call for a $15-million
investment in the Spartanburg community. Recently, the college's
trustees reviewed these plans and
assigned priorities to certain needs.
They found that the most urgent of
these could be met with an immediate $5-million program. This goal
was set, word of the need went out
last fall, and by March 1, this year,
alumnae, parents and friends of
Converse demonstrated their loyal
support and met that goal. Thus,
two new buildings, a music hall and
a dormitory, plus expansion of
another dormitory, payment of the
Sandlapper

Above: The Converse College
School of Music offers a broad
curriculum in vocal performance,
music education, church music,
music theory, composition, musicology and instrumental performance. Instrumentalists like the
flute major pictured here have
many opportunities to perform
with the Spartanburg Symphony,
concert band, chamber music
ensembles and opera orchestra.
Right: The Mary Wilson Gee dining room, the central dining
facility in Wilson Hall, was named
in memory of Miss Gee, a native
of Union, who entered Converse's
first class, Oct. 1, 1890, and lived
on the campus as student, teacher
and dean until her death in 1963.

remainder of the debt for a recently
completed science hall, and an
endowment fund for salaries and
scholarships are assured.
With each passing year the campus changes as older buildings are
renovated and new buildings rise to
meet growing academic needs or to
enrich the lives of the students.
With its carefully selected student
body, deliberately limited in size,
the campus life-like the life in the
community it shares-is friendly
and relaxed.
A thoughtful blend of tradition
and modernity, the main campus
comprises 70 acres with more than
25 buildings connected by brick
and flagstone walks. In addition,
the college owns the historic Block
House in nearby Tryon, North
Carolina. (See "Sandlapper," March
1969.) Its more than 90 acres provide miles of horseback trails,
stables, a swimming pool and the
course over which the annual Block
House Steeplechase is run each
spring under the auspices of the
Tryon Riding and Hunt Club.
In the past decade alone, Converse College has recorded a notable
series of achievements. While enrollment almost doubled, the number
of faculty more than doubled.
Some 18 Fulbright awards were
conferred upon students of this
small college and graduating seniors
won eight Woodrow Wilson Fellowships.
Since the school's founding,
Spartanburg has helped to supply
Converse with the kind of leadership and support which enables an
institution to move confidently
toward its objectives. In turn, Spartanburg credits Converse with helping it to achieve an inestimable
"plus feature"-a superior educational and cultural resource to add
substance to all its other fine
resources.
These ties of tradition and mutual regard have long been recognized
as the key to the successful partnership of a unique college in a unique
community.
Dolly Darr is from Spartanburg.
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(Continued from page 5)

In the year 1890 Capt. John
Lyon (near Parsons Mountain) was
elected supervisor of Abbeville
County. Shortly thereafter he let
the contract to build the Long Cane
covered bridge to Capt. John Bradley, John Brown and Young
Reagan, who was the chief builder.
It is said that Reagan assembled
the bridge on the west bank of the
creek and when he moved it to its
present site every piece fit like a
"bug shirt."
During the process of putting it
together, there was more high water
on Long Cane Creek. Reagan, seeking comfort from his great anxiety
opened his Bible and could find
none. He then opened his mother's
Bible and found this passage: "Except the Lord build the house, they
labour in vain that build it: except
the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but in vain"-Psalm
127:1.
He returned next morning and
found that not a timber had moved.
Thus the bridge now stands as one
of the five remaining covered
bridges in South Carolina.
Last year it was renovated and it
is hoped will be preserved for future generations.
Joe A. Brown
McCormick, South Carolina
I am just one of the many young
South Carolinians over here fighting
this war. We are 13,000 miles away,
yet, not so far away that we lose
contact with our state.
Unless you were ever in this situation, you could never appreciate
how important it is to keep abreast
of what is happening back in your
home state. The "Sandlapper" is
like getting many letters from home
all at once. I could never express in
writing how much I enjoy it.
Thank you for making South
Carolina only a "Sandlapper" away.
SP4 Mark Taylor
QuiNhon
Vietnam
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1. The first Federal architect was - - - .
A. William Bull; B. Robert Mills; C. James Glen.
2. Considered by most as "the greatest South Carolinian."
A. John C. Calhoun; B. Andrew Jackson; C. John Rutledge.
3. Christopher Gadsden was a - - - .
A. merchant; B. artist; C. writer.
4. Imprisoned in the Tower of London as a spy.
A. Robert Johnson; B. Henry Laurens; C. William Drayton.
5. The son of Eliza Lucas.
A. Charles Cotesworth Pinckney; B. Charles Pinckney;
C. James Henry Thornwell.
6. A naturalist who was minister to Mexico.
A. Robert Young Hayne; B. James Louis Petigru; C. Joel Poinsett.
7. Stephen Elliott was known as a - - - .
A. banker; B. farmer; C. writer.
8. Andrew Pickens' nickname was - - - .
A. Wizard Owl; B. King Cotton; C. Chief.
9. "Father of South Carolina."
A. Joseph West; B. Sayle; C. Sir John Yeamans.

10. Lord Rawdon is said to have offered 500 guineas (about $2,600) as a
reward for anyone who would betray - - - .
A. Henry Laurens; B. William Moultrie; C. Thomas Sumter.
11. James Marion Sims (1813-1883) was a - - - .
A. writer; B. senator; C. doctor.
12. John C. Calhoun and Thomas Clemson both lived at - - - .
A. Fort Hill; B. The Oaks; C. Pendleton.
13. Said to be one of the finest examples of the perfect Southern gentlemen:
A. Wade Hampton I; B. Wade Hampton II;
C. Wade Hampton III.
14. James Henry Carlisle was a - - - .
A. lawyer; B. statesman; C. teacher.
15. These men shared the same last name-James Lide, Charles Westfield,
and William Chambers:
A. Pinckney; B. Hampton; C. Coker.
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guess you would have to call
Kyuzo Miyaishi a do-gooder,
which is a term used derogatorily
so often it is usually pronounced
with a built-in sneer and a curling
of the lip.
In any case, Kyuzo Miyaishi,
herewith reduced to the easierhandled nickname of Frankie, saw
what he calls a bright light a little
more than two years ago, and ever
since he has spent time, money and
emotions toward good-doing.
Frankie-San is what they call him
at the South Carolina State Penitentiary in Columbia, a place overshadowed by the pile of gray stone,
108 years old, that they call the
"central unit," Cellblock No. 1.
Frankie-San means, in Japanese parlance, "Mr. Frankie," and the man
was attracted to the penitentiary
inmates before he learned what the
word "penitentiary" meant. That
was when he was in the Lutheran
Seminary in Columbia, working

toward his degree in religious
education.
Frankie-San is a man moved to
emotion easily, completely the opposite of the popular image of the
inscrutable Oriental. As a matter of
fact, this Japanese South Carolinian
cries at the drop of a sad story or at
a tear from the party to whom he
might be talking. And he discusses
his crying easily and comfortably,
almost as if he were comfortable
with the subject.
Frankie-San was a sailor in the
Japanese Navy during World War II
and returned to a torn Japan to
find his father's restaurant failing,
his parents divorced, his mother
gone from Tokyo with four of the
seven children.
Frankie-San went to work at the
age of 16 to support the younger
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children and, as he says, he was unable to see any end to his despair.
So he tried to kill himself with
what he calls "sreeping pirr." It
didn't work, leading him to issue a
statement on living: "Once you fail
to die, you do not die easily."
Frankie, after entering Japan's
Hosei University, from which he
graduated at the age of 27, discovered Christianity. He shed his
Buddhism and decided to come to
America, choosing the South Carolina Lutheran Seminary in Columbia because he had met a missionary while in Japan who was an
alumnus of this school.
Knowing little of the language,
Frankie-San had a difficult time at
the seminary but finally mastered
the work, making an "A" on a
subject in which his roommate-

tutor received only a "B." FrankieSan's character showed itself at that
time. He went to the seminary
office and tried to get them to
switch grades and give him the "B."
Almost since that day, Frankie-San
has tried to give away everything he
has had.
While attending the seminary, he
was working at a hamburger stand
in Columbia when he began noticing busloads of men passing daily.
He began to wave cheerfully to
them, they waved back, and soon it
became almost a ritual. One day,
Frankie asked where they were
from and was told "the state penitentiary." His natural question:
"What is penitentiary?"
That did it. He immediately went
to the correctional department and
badgered officials into letting him
Sand lapper
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Above: Frankie-San teaches mathematics to inmates at the South Carolina State Penitentiary. Below: While
instructing a remedial class, Frankie
writes "God is Love" in Japanese.
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visit the men to whom he had
waved so often. That grew into
visitations with almost any prisoner
who wanted to talk and FrankieSan became an unofficial institution, sort of an Oriental fatherconfessor to what is considered to
be a hardened bunch of men.
Finally, perhaps just to make it
easier for all, the State Department
of Corrections hired Frankie-San as
a teacher of basic education in the
rehabilitation program for inmates
and he became a staff member at
the prison. "Now I can be there to
help the men all the time and I can
be there to visit any time they want
me to visit," was his appraisal of his
new appointment.
Frankie-San is still giving away
anything he has. He once spoke to a
children's group and they raised
$25 as a gift for him. He promptly
spent it all on presents which he
distributed to the same children.
He found that men in prison are
lonely; they want to talk. So
Frankie-San "became available"
every night after work to listen,
chat and bring small creature comforts to the prisoners. He began to
speak before civic associations in

Co 1um bia to seek donations of
soap, razor blades, toothpaste and
cigarettes for prisoners who might
be strapped for funds to buy such
items.
Frankie-San spends a lot of time
just telling men "Christ will forgive
you of any sin" or "all is not lost";
and the prisoners love to hear him
talk-this tiny man with brush-cut
black hair who wears Japanese
robes and clogs about the prison
merely because the men like him to
dress that way.
Frankie-San sometimes goes with
men to the parole board to help
plead their cases; he helps them
find jobs if they are paroled. He
takes great pride in a letter a former
prisoner, who is out and has a job,
sent him. The letter tells FrankieSan that he played the most important part in making the former prisoner see the right road.
Do-gooder. That's what FrankieSan is, all right. The correctional
officers at the State Penitentiary
say that's what he is. They sometimes add, "Thank God he is."
Warren Koon is a free -lance writer
from Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
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For some time we have been concerned that the editorial
format of Sandlapper-The Magazine of South Carolina
would not permit us to present extensive historical material.
Thus, we conceived the idea of a companion publication
to Sandlapper; that is, South Carolina History Illustrated, a
quarterly publication devoted exclusively to in-depth, profusely illustrated historical articles (each written for the
popular audience by an authority in his field), and hardbound to provide a permanent reference for future generations.
Whether you are well versed in the historical legacy of
South Carolina, whether you are seeking a verbal and visual
introduction to those forebears (the famous, the infamous
and the plain folk) who shaped the state's history, or
whether you are interested in understanding the momentous decisions that made our past and influenced our
future, South Carolina History Illustrated is a must.
The exciting format will make use of abundant illustrations: little-known photographs, fine old paintings, woodcuts, engravings, posters and political cartoons, many in
lifelike color.
Subscribe now and be assured of receiving the first issue
of this handsome, hardbound quarterly, scheduled for
publication in February. A year's subscription is $12.00
including postage and handling. (Individual copies will sell
for $4.00 plus 25 cents postage and handling.)

• The Georgetown Rice Planters on the Eve of the Civil War by Dr.
George C. Rogers Jr. of the University of South Carolina.
• Waddel Academy-Frontier Outpost of Scholarship by Dr. Robert
S. McCully of Charleston.
• Cooperville: Iron Capital of South Carolina by Prof. B. G. Moss
of Limestone College.
• Henry Timrod : Poet Laureate of the Confederacy by Burrell M.
Ellison Jr. of Lancaster.
• Florence Harllee-First Lady of Florence by Virginia Ravenel of
Florence.
• South Carolina Expatriates in Brazil by Prof. Tom Crowson of
Winthrop College.
• South Carolina's Forty-Day State Capital by Evelyn McD. Frazier
of Walterboro.
Other writers scheduled to appear in coming issues include :
Charles E. Lee, director of the S.C. Department of Archives and
History; Dr. Daniel W. Hollis of the University of South Carolina;
W.D. Workman, editor of The State newspaper; Prof. M. Foster
Farley of Newberry College; Dr. Lewis P. Jones of Wofford College;
and many other well-known South Carolina historians.

South Carolina History Illustrated Subscription
Enclosed is a check for $12.00. (S.C. residents add 4% sales tax.)
Please enter my subscription for one year.
Name
Address _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ __ State _ _ _ __

Some articles scheduled for the first issue of South Carolina
History Illustrated include:

Zip Code _ _

Sandlapper Press, Inc., P.O . Box 1668, Columbia, S.C. 29202
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A Synoptic History For Laymen
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lion was thoroughly crushed, the
memory of it was very much alive
in 1832 and contributed to the
fears then and later.
Perhaps the Vesey plot was not
n 1832 John C. Calhoun starred
in an exciting drama of brink- as widespread as generally believed;
manship. To many people later, nevertheless men act on the basis of
he thereby became a permanent what they believe to be the factshero. Despite such adulation, the not what are the facts, and this case
incident proved Calhoun's undoing was especially tragic because most
because it dashed any hope of his were disposed to believe the worst.
fulfilling his national ambitions. Panic continued to reign in CharlesAnd while he was a hero then and ton because of an ensuing epidemic
later, other Southerners came to of arson for which slaves were unimistrust the leadership of the Pal- versally blamed. In 1829 Georgemetto State thereafter as too auda- town was also wracked by a conspiracy which never came off
cious and impetuous.
The roots of this the Nullifica- either. But both affairs were attribtion furore of 1832 went deep. uted to Northern abolitionists, who
Insecurity, fear, economic prob- at that time were actually much
lems, mistrust of non-Southern- milder than those yet to come.
ers-all these were involved, as well When the Nat Turner revolt did in
as ambitious politicians able and fact get underway in Virginia in
willing to exploit a tempest. In the 1831, South Carolinians were conbest and latest book on the crisis, vinced that they faced a "real and
"Prelude to Civil War," William present danger" and panicked at
Freehling taps as the man most the conviction that insurrections
responsible for it neither John C.
Calhoun nor Gov. James Hamilton This article is part twelve of a series
Jr., but "a lowly Charleston mulat- which will continue for an indefto named Denmark Vesey," who inite period of time. Dr. Lewis P.
had inspired a tragic slave conspir- Jones is Chairman of the History
acy in 1822. Although this rebel- Department at Wofford College.
CHAPTER 12
Brinkmanship
(ca. 1828-1833)

I
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are contagious.
The trauma which gripped the
state did not come because the
South Carolina conscience was clear
on slavery. It was not. As Freehling
describes this epoch, "The beleagured Carolinian tried to find the
nerve to defend a system which he
regarded as an abomination against
outsiders who believed abominations should be abolished." But it
was easy for the native to conclude
that ending "the peculiar institution" would be a much worse
abomination-and one fraught with
most awesome consequences. They
were even more frightening because
they were unknown-but imagination could run rampant and prophets not be questioned. Events of
18 2 2-the Vesey plot-convinced
many that humane treatment
would not work: Owners must
"govern them, on the only principle
that can maintain slavery, the principle of fear."
In this atmosphere some polemics began to pour forth defending
the institution, long before Calhoun
labeled it "a positive good" and
before others credited God with
having divinely instituted it.
Richard Furman, Baptist divine, in
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1823 said that the Bible held it
"lawful and right" and hence Scripture "affords relief." But he, like
other ministers, did concede that
much evil accompanied slavery.
Whitemarsh Seabrook, sea island
planter, warned of a general slave
insurrection but, nevertheless, also
confessed that many planters
''detested" slavery: "We feel its
fatal effects. We abhor, we deplore
it ourselves with all the pity of
humanity." Perhaps pity was outweighed by profits.
But neither the defense of the
necessary evil nor the advocacy of
the "positive good" theory dominated the discussion in the 1820s.
There just was not very much discussion: Debate was repressed. The
press considered the subject too
dangerous to treat. Debates, full
news coverage, even theological
examination of the topic-all were
dangerous: They might give the
Negroes "ideas." To cite Freehling
again, planters had "too deep a fear
that their institutions could be shattered by words-to tolerate discussion, much less action." South
Carolina was becoming "a closed
society."
In this atmosphere South Carolina disagreements with the rest of
the nation easily became overheated. Traditionally the province
and state, an exporter concerned
with overseas markets, had favored
free trade, with Pierce Butler's
warning Congress in 1790 that "as
sure as God was in the firmament"
a protective tariff would drive
South Carolina to disunion. But in
1816, in the post-war nationalist
mood, both John C. Calhoun and
William Lowndes had voted for a
high tariff.
By 1824 South Carolina planters
were up in arms about growing protectionism. Not only could the new
manufacturers of the North enjoy
the higher incomes from their protected products, but their laborers
presumably also could anticipate
higher wages. They enjoyed control
of the domestic market. In contrast, only a small portion of cotton
planters' production went into the
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domestic market, where it received
no protection, but-more important-" tariffs would inevitably
destroy foreign demands for rice
and cotton" if annoyed foreign
nations should choose to retaliate
against American exporters as retribution for the American tariff wall
erected here against them. Meanwhile Southerners would pay higher
prices for what they boughtwhether they were the protected
Northern-made goods, or tariffloaded foreign-made products. UpCountry cotton growers, already
suffering from the competition of
the new cotton lands of Alabama
and Mississippi, joined the Low
Country in the loud lamentations.
And increasingly they raised questions about the constitutional propriety of the detested controls on
foreign trade. And their congressmen heard this cry for free trade.
(Senators Hollings and Thurmond
now have a quite different position;
the Constitution has not changed,
but the economy of many of their
constituents has-albeit not for all
of them.)
Could the Congress properly
adopt such a trade law designed to
benefit one group? Would it be constitutional? Certainly the great document had not enumerated "protective tariffs" as a Congressional
prerogative. (And one may recall
gingerly that British mercantilistic
controls had been a major cause of
the Revolution.) Did Congress have
the authority with its power "to lay
and collect taxes"? If truly protective, tariffs raised no tax revenuebut simply stopped the trade. Was
the authority "necessary and
proper" for implementing the "enumerated powers"? And if unconstitutional, who could so rule? Andafter the Vesey affair-more to the
point: If Congress could adopt such
a pro-New England measure as a
protective tariff (really not in the
total national interest since it jeopardized American exports), then
might it not also for "the general
welfare" begin to concern itself
with "the peculiar institution" of
slavery? In short, was the Congress

a menace to the South?
In the late 1820s Robert J. Turnbull wrote a series of essays in the
Mercury, signed "Brutus" and entitled "The Crisis"--a clarion call to
"say distinctly to Congress,
'HANDS OFF.' " He was joined by
a unique soul whose whole career
was that of agitator: Thomas
Cooper, president of the South
Carolina College, who "applauded
the aristocratic features in South
Carolina's style of democracy" but
used "the old Jeffersonian creed to
shore up the southern way of life."
At an 18 27 anti-tariff rally in
Columbia, he warned that tariff was
transferring Southern wealth to the
North: "Every year of submission
rivets the chains upon us," and he
awesomely intoned, "We shall,
before long, be compelled to calculate the value of our union .... "
This in a state noted a decade earlier for its nationalism. But it was a
state where the planters now began
to think the slaves might be contemplating insurrection; where the
economy once prosperous was now
depressed; where cotton was competing with new cotton sources to
the west; where by 1832 William
Lloyd Garrison loomed as a very
real (but exaggerated) spectre. Such
concerns did not clarify vision or
promote cogent calmness.
In this mood of approaching
doom, the South as a distinct entity
was being born-a South on the
defensive, morally, politically, economically. Charles Sydnor explains
that in this feeling of "oppression,
of defeat, and even of desperation,"
after the 1820s "it is not always
possible to explain Southern
actions and attitudes by a rational
analysis of the facts in each new
episode.'' Once outsiders told the
South that its society was so different, abruptly "the Southern mind
was turned inward.'' When attacked, people sometimes respond
by disdain, by 'Windy defenses, by
ignoring the attack. But Southerners reacted by pulling their cloaks
about a society which they abruptly claimed to be the highest example of civilization on the planet.
Sandlapper
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Others have looked forward or
backward to the Golden Age, but
this group thought they already
lived in it. As Sydnor put it, fighting to defend their way of life, they
"took refuge in a dream world, and
they insisted that others accept
their castle in the South." It was
South Carolina nullification which
brought matters to this head. Henry
Savage notes that this era marks the
birth of "the old South of book
and song, romance and tragedy, of
adulation and castigation."
Nullification inevitably raised
thoughts and suggestions of disunion. The high tariffs of 1828
started disunion talk-although
only a year earlier a Greenville
paper had said, "We unhesitatingly
declare, that we should be glad to
see the first traitor who should propose a dissolution of the Union,
sacrificed to honest indignation,
and hung without judge or jury."
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Another editor said in 1827 that a
"wretch who would seriously wish
for a separation of the States
should be hunted down like a wild
beast, or shot like a mad dog."
Even in 1828 some cool heads
warned futilely that Carolina's economic headaches after all did not
come primarily from the tariff. But
it was a convenient, easy-to-blame
spook-one perpetrated by outsiders-and hence the debate did
not automatically split the home
constituency. In that year South
Carolina voted for two Carolinians
for president and vice president,
and they won: Jackson and Calhoun.
Although opposition to the tariff
was general, those who threatened
disunion always faced a very vocal
opposition. Usually the "Mercury
Junto" was blamed for disunionist
extremism coming-as its enemies
said-from "ambitious politicians,

deluded and wicked men, never so
happy as when fomenting dissensions." The Mercury denied it, saying that the real issue was how violations of the Constitution were to
be remedied and thereby to protect
"a Sovereign and Independent
State."
At a Walterboro meeting in 1828
James Hamilton Jr. suggested the
remedy: The nullification proposed
in the Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions of 1798. When the legislature met, William C. Preston got
Calhoun to write secretly an expla~
nation of the nullification doctrine.
He did. It is famous as "The South
Carolina Exposition and Protest."
Though never adopted, it was
printed and was "the very embodiment of nullification disguised by a
great deal of metaphysical ingenuity." Still ambitious in national
politics and keeping foxy public
silence, Calhoun did not have his
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name on this criticism of the federal government of which he was
the No. 2 official. The "Protest"
said the tariff was unconstitutional;
that it should be resisted; and that
other states should cooperate with
South Carolina in such resistance.
(Humorless Calhoun was no writer
of populace-stirring pamphlets. He
was not the warm, gay, or even
rabble-rousing type; it was said he
once tried his hand at poetry-and
the first word was "Whereas." Of
such, poets are not made.)
The doctrine that a state could
nullify an act of Congress stemmed
from an interpretation of history:
the compact theory-Le., that states
existed before the Union, that they
had come together in a compact
with one another to create their
agent-or creature-the federal government. If this agent should act in
violation of this compact ( or contract), then it was its creators-the
parties to the contract (whose sovereignty presumably was still intact )-who should pass judgment.
This obviously bypasses the Supreme Court, which had already exercised the power of judicial review;
but the true Nullifier would discount this precedent, the Court
itself being only one segment of the
federal agent, itself created by the
compact.
Calhoun ultimately faced the
dilemma: What if a sovereign state
defies the federal government and
nullifies one of its laws? What then?
Could the Union survive if states
obeyed only those laws which they
liked? Calhoun warned that simply
disliking a law was not the issue:
Rather, it was its constitutionality.
Also, to add solemnity and to act
with full sovereignty, only a specially elected state convention could
deliberate and decide an issue of
such weight-not the state legislature.
But once the convention had
thus defied a Congressional law,
what recourses were open to the
federal government? It could submit supinely-and hope that the
state changed its mind. It could do
the opposite-and seek coercion by
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invasion and war. Or it could appeal
to a federal convention of states
and thereby obtain a peaceful but
clear decision. An alternative to
that was for other states to start the
amendment process to alter the
constitution so as either to permit
or to forbid specifically the issue at
stake (such as protective tariffs). In
this process, if three-fourths of the
states concurred (the number necessary to ratify constitutional amendments), the issue would be clear
and then a part of the document
itself. The dissident state would be
clearly exonerated or overruled; it
could then accept the now-constitutional measure, or it could leave the
compact-secede.
It was <!.ll very logical-provided
the long and complex amendment
process was promptly launched
when a state roared up to this
brink. Calhoun saw it as the orderly
way to protect the Union-not to
split it. But what if no state or the
Congress started the amendment
machinery? Nobody ever answered
that one.
With that formula Calhoun considered himself a moderate, offering
an alternative to calls from radical
disunionists, such as the Columbia
Telescope which in 1829 was
shrieking for disunion and arguing
that no disaster would follow. At
the time a vast majority opposed
the tariff and a large number favored nullification but held back
because of unpredictable consequences. The Unionists-with leaders as respected as any in the state,
albeit less flamboyant-warned that
nullification would give political
control to a minority (the onefourth of the states who could veto
an amendment), a most undemocratic system which they said
would end in anarchy. If the majority was unworthy of being trusted
with power, then the minority
would be even less worthy.
In 1830 and 1831 the domestic
war between Nullifiers and Unionists intensified, with illustrious
names on both sides, but with patience and prudence declining on
each. Charleston merchants, seeking

to build the South Carolina Railroad to mend their declining fortunes, hesitated to support a collision with the federal governmentjust when they were seeking a federal appropriation for their rail
project. For this the Columbia Telescope blasted them as "a colony of
Yankee Speculators, cherishing not
a spark of Southern feeling." Indeed, Charleston's commercial community had more to gain from Calhoun's old discarded nationalism
than it did from his new sectionalism.
Unionists became most inflamed
when they were accused of being
"submissionists." The Camden
Journal retorted that it seemed to
give "great comfort to advocates of
nullification, war, bloodshed, and
brimstone to call people who have
little relish for a tournament with
windmills as submission men ....
We are submission men. We submit
to the laws framed under the Constitution .... We submit to government in preference to submission to
anarchy .... "
Calhoun's hopes rested on Carolina moderation, for increasing radicalism among his noisy followers
would cause his conservative support elsewhere in the nation to
evaporate like the dew.. Their
frenzy would rub off on his reputation and tarnish it. But South Carolina Nullifiers were working themselves into a radical mood by 1831.
In an oration George McDuffie
thundered: "The Union ... is a
foul monster, which those who
worship, after seeing its deformity,
are worthy of danger." To those
who warned that disunion could
bring civil war, he asked whether
they should "be frightened by mere
phantoms of blood ... " or "by the
mere nursery tales of raw-heads and
bloody bones .... " Even Calhoun
labeled that address "in every way
imprudent" and himself sought to
"keep things quiet." After all, for a
man ambitious for the presidency,
flaming-eyed allies were hardly an
asset.
In July 1831 the Vice President
at last spoke out publicly in his
Sand lapper
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"Fort Hill Letter," a calm, reasoned
endorsement of the Nullification
theory and process. Perhaps he felt
he was fighting Jackson and at the
same time seeking to recapture the
South Carolina juggernaut from the
control of impetuous radicals-and
to get the whole South behind him.
Since the radicals were storming
anyhow, "Relaxation now would
be fatal." In any case, when he
"came out," the Unionists' cause in
the state was lost. As Freehling put
it, "no one else could have so successfully persuaded the timid and
fearful that the remedy was both
rightful and peaceful." His role
complemented the organizing genius of James Hamilton and the wild
oratory of George McDuffie. Calhoun convinced many that nullification would not lead to civil warbut indeed might well avert it. As
M_argaret Coit noted, however, the
trouble with what Calhoun called
"peaceful, constitutional nullification" was that too many of its
adherents were not given to methods either peaceful or constitutional. The Vice President may have
offered it as a cure-all or a safety
valve for the growing steam of disunionism, but many of them
wanted an explosion, not a safety
valve. His solution for saving the
Union had been snatched up by
those who did not mind wrecking
it. And by thwarting the Unionists,
he also thwarted his own ambitions.
James Hamilton provided the
organization-the "association," an
effective "political club" ( dues $1)
with monthly meetings and popular
social events "where the poorest
farmer and the richest planter met
together to curse the northerners."
Appealing to would-be social
climbers who here had their first
chance to rub elbows with the
Carolina "Who's Who," it produced
some strange bedfellows. Politics
often does.
Actually, however much the
leaders of the two factions may
have differed in temperament and
tactics, they were very similar in
background. Yet because of their
restrained temperament, the UnionDecember, 1969

Amentia. It is chiefly confined to
ists never had much hope of stemthe brain, producing slight fever
ming the rush for the precipice.
with extreme thirst for blood, and
Men like Joel R. Poinsett, Daniel
occasional prostration of appetite
Huger, James L. Petigru, Hugh
for Kentucky hogs and mules and
Swinton Legare and Benjamin F.
Yankee manufactures, and a perfect
loathing of wooden nutmegs. But
Perry were eminent, intelligent,
should it continue a fixed Neurosis,
respectable and respected. But they
an adequate enlargement of our
were not shrill-not the type to dealready spacious lunatic asylum may
flect an emotional surge when a
be all that is requisite.
red-eyed pack is bent on a showThe narrative of the 1832 clash
down.
Conservatives, or moderates, up ( or the preceding background
to a point can count on people's which is sketched above) cannot
hesitancy to lunge impetuously, be compressed properly into this
especially when the status quo is limited space. The real fight was
reasonably comfortable. The radi- over the 1832 legislature which
cals are therefore forced to extrem- would have to call a convention if
ism, to use of intemperate language, nullification was to be attempted.
to attraction of the most tempes- In that contest the Nullification
tuous and colorful people to get party won with 23,000 votes to
their crusade to take off. But once 17,000 for the Unionists. In a spethe people are nudged, and once a cial session, the legislature authormomentum downhill is set off-and ized the election of such a convenespecially if it is impelled by fear tion. Holding that their own elecand fright, then the moderates have tion showed the temper of the
little chance of diverting the course state, the Nullifiers now suggested
of events at once. Moderates also that the Unionists stand aside and
are rarely as well organized as radi- not offer candidates, but the Greencals-especially if the latter are des- ville Mountaineer reminded them
perate and are the "outs."
that this was odd advice to stem
The Unionists were sure that the from such ardent defenders of the
populace was deluded by propagan- minority. Unionists also noted that
da and Hamilton's agitation. Still, the whole row was about the
being moderates, the Unionists did people's being sovereign; and yet
not agitate themselves as much as the election, using the normal rules
did the radicals. Yet, in the antebel- for legislature elections, provided
lum South, as in more recent times, also for representation of property.
the moderates' apathy was a prime
The 1832 convention revealed
cause of the extremists' triumph. the headiness of the passionate NulDefeat was a result of default.
lifiers. When they proposed a test
In 1831 opposing organizations oath and a provision to make it an
became mobs. Calhoun's weight act of treason for one to raise a
was crucial, but he was not revered hand in defense of the Union, the
quite so much as moderns think, Unionists again resporrded that mibeing hanged in effigy, and being nority rights did not seem so predeflated by one Unionist who cious to Nullifiers once they got in
observed, "It is the property of the saddle. The major goal-declargreat minds to give birth to great ing the federal tariff null and void
errors; genius is proverbially the in South Carolina-was accomsubject of strange hallucinations." plished by the sovereign convenThe Columbia Free Press and Hive tion. The next move was up to
diagnosed it similarly:
others.
Whether nullification be a demoOther Southern states promptly
niacal spirit or an exhilarating gas, it
sawed off the limb, for not a one
may be impossible to determine;
supported South Carolina, now in
but the disease it produces is estabthe
hands of the radicals. In these
lished by the clearest principles of
pre-George Wallace days, Alabama's
nosology; it belongs to the class
legislature termed the action an
Neurosis, order Vesania, and genus
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"alarming" scheme, one "unsound
in theory and dangerous in practice." The Georgia solons branded
it a "mischievous policy," "rash
and revolutionary," while Mississippi viewed South Carolina as acting with "reckless precipitancy."
The Hotspur State had no alliesnor did a single champion arise to
launch the long amendment process
that could have added an explicit
statement in the Constitution on
tariffs.
Denouncing the nullification ordinance because it "betrayed all the
features of an odious tyranny," the
Unionists-a considerable minority-counterattacked, promising to
be peaceable if they could, but
warning that if forced to draw the
sword they would wield it in defense of the Union. This rather
took the Nullies aback.
With the radicals quickly organizing regiments (not always with the
enthusiasm expected), despite the
mood in Congress to find a compromise on the tariff but not on the
doctrine of nullification, Jackson
became increasingly uninhibited in
his blustering threats. Hoping to
avoid use of the army, he preferred
to form Unionists into a huge posse
under a federal marshal, but his
lieutenant in the state, Joel R. Poinsett, warned that they preferred to
be called out as part of the militia if
they must participate in violence. A
States' Rights Party Convention
(Jan. 21, 1833) reflected second
though ts: Nullifiers resolved to
avoid collision until Congress had
time to act, and they delayed putting into effect their own Nullification Ordinance. (James H. Hammond, however, warned against
compromise-accepting a lower tariff would mean abandoning their
principle and would "render it
impossible to get our people ever
again to nullify" and soon "the assault will again be made upon our
purses and our liberty.")
Calhoun now showed perhaps
more valor than when he had been
"smoked out" by McDuffie, Hamilton and others: He resigned the
Vice Presidency, accepted a Senate
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seat, and headed for Washington to
work out a tariff compromise. It
was not the safety valve which he
had advocated, but rather a large
dish of not-too-tasty crow. But
with Jackson huffing and puffing
and threatening to blow the state
down, a new, gradually-declining
tariff was adopted and the crisis
receded. Both sides claimed victory-perhaps with justice. Facesaving devices-a no-longer-needed
federal force bill and a token state
nullification of that measure-replaced the bombast which must
have exhausted all after four years
of seething. (One editor reassured
his readers that now his paper
would return to normal and that
murders and accidents henceforth
would again have their due proportion of attention.) Nullifiers
claimed victory, although their hotter hotheads said they had
knuckled unde~any tariff being
unconstitutional. The Columbia
Telescope swaggered: "This little
state ... awed the Wild West into
respect, compelled Pennsylvania
stolidity into something like sense,
New York corruption into something like decency, Yankee rapacity
into a sort of image of honesty .... " But it did not call the
roll of states that had come to their
aid, nor did it prophesy political
oblivion for Andrew Jackson, who
had been triumphantly reelected
during the commotion.
William Freehling reminds students that throughout this affair
"Calhoun's love of the Union almo st balanced his fear for the
South" and therefore "he adopted
extreme remedies" only "because
he understood the dangers which
threatened to destroy them both.
Yet he knew that extreme remedies
could hasten the cataclysm he was
determined to avoid." It was this
that "led him to urge suspension
[ of nullification] after bringing
South Carolina to the edge of rebellion" and which "made him at once
the fire-eater and the Hamlet of the
Nullification Controversy. And in a
wider sense, Calhoun's ambivalent
relationship with the South Caro-

lina nullifiers is a classic example of
the agonizing dilemmas which often
confront a conservative statesman
who takes his stand on the brink of
war."
After all the turmoil James H.
Hammond wrote a friend, "I have
purchased two fiddles ... and divide my leisure time between fiddling and reading Grecian history."
Maybe-but such was no omen of
his future, or his state's future.
Jackson crowed:
I met nullification at its thresh·
old. My proclamation was well·
timed; it opened the eyes of the
people to the wicked designs of the
nullifiers .... The united voice of
the people repudiated the absurd
and wicked doctrine of nullification
and secession .... Thus dies nullification and the doctrines of seces·
sion, never more to be heard of.

In many respects Jackson was an
able man. But he was no prophet-for he was dealing with people sincerely afraid and deliberately
inflamed, in a community where
the moderates had lost hold. He
might have reiterated John Quincy
Adams' words after the Missouri
Compromise of 1820: "I heard a
fire bell in the night."
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Memorial
to an
Accident
By John Bigham

-Photo by John McCormac

Ray Gregory uses his knife to make the
faint inscription on the half-buried, weather-beaten granite marker more legible.

hat is the meaning of the small
granite marker half hidden by
undergrowth beside a dirt road
five miles south of Chester?
The present highway (U.S. 321)
has long since been re-routed from
the spot and few persons are aware
of the story. In fact, I recently had
a hard time even locating the
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marker despite several previous
visits and better than a passing
knowledge of the surroundings.
Fortunately, 13-year-old Ray Gregory came along on hori:;eback and
offered to help.
Although the significance of the
marker was not known to him, the
youngster had discovered it one day
while riding along the road on a
bicycle.
After some literal beating of the
bushes on the part of Ray and
photographer Jim McCormac, the
weather-beaten, gray granite marker
came to light.
Cone Elliott was a young North
Carolinian who, on Christmas
morning 1921, lost his life at the
site in the wreck of his Model-T
Ford roadster. Traffic accidents
with resulting fatalities in the distant year of 1921 were not the
commonplace events they are
today. Nonetheless, it was then,
and still is, rather unusual that a
marker was erected to memorialize
the victim at the scene of the mishap.
Cone Elliott's home was in Waco,
North Carolina, and he was on his
way there when death overtook
him in the early hours of Christmas
Day. He had worked late in the
evening in a store on Assembly
Street, and had left Columbia a half
hour after midnight. On a steep
grade a few miles below Chester,
the car ran off the left side of the
road and overturned. The driver
was pinned underneath.
Authoritative details of Cone
Elliott's accident and death were
given me about 12 years ago by the
late Mr. and Mrs. C.I. Kennedy of
Columbia. They had also left the
city early that morning for a holiday visit to Gaffney and were the
first persons to reach the scene of
the tragedy.
Mrs. Kennedy told me she and
her husband had known the young
man during his stay in Columbia.
She recalled that his death and the
role they played in finding him by
the roadside cast a deep pall over
their own plans for the Christmas
holidays.

The memorial marker was
erected a short time after the accident by members of the family. I
remember as a young boy my
father would point it out as we
passed by on the annual summer
trek from our home in North Carolina to that of relatives near the
village of Blackstock.
The inscription, which passing
motorists once stopped to read and
ponder, but which only the most
curious would seek out now, is as
follows:
CONE ELLIOTT
July 13, 1890
Dec. 25, 1921
Just in the morning of his life,
in youth and love he came to his
tragic death by car overturning,
pinning him beneath on his way home.

Widening of the road with resultant filling-in, plus the washing of
countless rains over the years, have
tended to build up the surrounding
terrain. Buried to the point that
only a part of the inscription
appears above ground, the marker
hardly resembles the one that once
caused motorists to reflect on the
fate of Cone Elliott. The full inscription is available for this story
only because it had been jotted
down a number of years ago.
The lonely memorial to Cone
Elliott may in this form of literary
resurrection serve to remind South
Carolinians of the thousands of
deaths which have occurred on our
highways.
In the light of history one is led
to conclude that it would not be
very practical or wise in these latter
days to erect a memorial marker on
the site of every fatal accident,
although someone occasionally
comes up with the idea that they
would serve as forceful reminders
to the living.
Chances are more accidents
would result as the attention of
drivers was diverted by the markers.
At the same time many of our busy
highways would take on the appearance of well-populated cemeteries.
John Bigham is from Columbia.
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his is the season when many of
Junior's and Sister's presents
arrive with such complicated
instruction sheets and diagrams that
parents, struggling to assemble the
gadgets, wonder why the things
didn't arrive marked Top Secret.
The TV commercials throughout
the autumn had shown the devices
working smoothly, magically, sending their young owners into transports of delight. Complicated war
machines, rifles, tanks that do
everything but fire atomic missiles
(this comes next?). Electronic
widgets for the junior astronaut in
the Outer Space of the front yard,
or somewhere. Games that whiz
and whirr and light up at the right
answer, the winning move. Electric
trains and speedways that speed,
switch, twitch and even smash.
Humanoid dolls that walk, talk,

T
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Rebecca Quattlebaum, daughter of Mr.
drink, burp and wet.
Maybe you haven't noticed but and Mrs. J.C. Quattlebaum of Mt. Pleasant,
dimly flashed beneath the pictures operates a toy well made by the author.
of these fantastic playthings is the
ominous warning: "Batteries Not clock-spring motors, foot-power,
hand-power, finger-power.
Included."
In my childhood, back in the
0 n c e those indispensable batlost, lovely, sane era just before teries fail, today's child stands helpWorld War I, there were no bat- less and defeated before the toy he
teries to include. Maybe there never cannot run, that only a battery can.
should have been, for, the moment Not just any battery, either; it must
they were, our children were be of a certain size and voltage.
deprived of something preTo my generation, born at the
cious-the ability to make their turn of the century, a store-bought
own toys, run them in their own toy was a confession that there was
way, at their own speed. The play- nothing else to play with. You had
things I loved best were hooked to come to the end of your ingenuity
no power-cell but their small crea- when you had to use part of your
tors' imaginations and the wish of 10-cents-a-week allowance actually
the moment. Thus, we were masters to buy something devised for your
of our own world-the world of amusement by some stranger in
homemade toys and the bought Germany or Japan. None of us was
ones powered by rubber bands, poor; today's sociologists would
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grade our families as Middle
Income. But the fact remains that
any child who could come up with
an idea for a new plaything made
out of nothing much was the hero
of the neighborhood.
Thus, the genius across our
middle-class alley-a kind of social
Mason-Dixon Line-achieved instant popularity on both sides of
the barrier, the day he discovered
that a Log Cabin Syrup can, shaped
and colored like a real log cabin
with a chimney for the spout, could
become an action toy. A hand-operated can opener pierced the square
front door. In went wisps of newspaper, a few twigs, lighted by forbidden matches. Smoke rose lifelike
from the spout-chimney. The neighborhood grocer must have wondered why there was a sudden run
on this brand of syrup.
Now, none of us had ever seen a
log cabin though they were pictured in histories and story books.
But parents and grandparents,
usually loquacious and available,
had seen such cabins or had visited
kinfolk who still lived in them.
These dear souls supplied us with
what might be called, nowdays, the
Log Cabin Concept. Nobody called
it anything then. Adults said,
"Thank heaven, they're quiet at
last!" or, "They're too quiet, and I
think I smell smoke! Sister, run
around back and see what they're
doing and tell them not to!" Sister,
older, yet fascinated, usually stayed
to superintend the Forbidden Fire.
Her presence even made it legal.
None of us had ever heard of a
Generation Gap. Adults were large
and knew everything, and we were
small, and knew a good deal, but
such conditions never hindered
what now is called "communication." I mean that with no TV
radio or stereo, families talked.
Children came right out with "Tell
me a story" or even, "Tell me
about when you were a little girl
( or boy)" and were not bored.
Many times, the stories were about
local history or legends that otherwise might have died with the
teller. Aunts, uncles, mothers, even
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fathers, tired from a 10-hour day at
office or shop, talked freely to their
young, even giving whittling lessons-sometimes with a carefully
supervised pocketknife and a bit of
fireplace kindling.
Parents reached back into their
own childhoods for toy ideas.
There was the rainy day when
Mother remembered, and taught me
how to make a well from a thimble
(a thread company giveaway), a
hairpin, a spool, some string and a
baking powder can.
With an icepick, she punched
two small holes in the thimble rim
and inserted a bent hairpin handle.
Another hairpin, straightened, with
one end bent for a crank, was
wedged through the spool roller
with a kitchen match. String connected roller to thimble bucket,
which was lowered into the narrow
"well" of the baking powder can,
filled with water from the kitchen
faucet. But when the tiny bucket
went down and came up brimming,
the commonplace source of that
water was forgotten. I played with
that well for hours. (I'd never seen a
real one.) Even now wells, deep,
mysterious, mirroring one's face by
day and the moon and stars by
night, continue to fascinate me.
Such gentle makeshifts were
powered by the joy of ingenuity.
Take the time I felt I simply must
blow soap bubbles though my clay
pipe (from the cigar store downtown) had been crushed beneath a
chair rocker. We made up in a
saucer the usual gunk of soap scraps
and water, and Mother handed me
an empty spool, showing me how
to dip the holey end into the soap
mixture, and blow. Phooey to these
modern bottles of bubbles, whittled
into shape with wire loops. (I've
never been able to learn that trick.)
Those spool-made bubbles could
measure six inches across, and were
tough enough to sail across a
20-foot room before they hit something and burst. They could be
flung up and caught on the spool,
too. We had soap in those days.
Cost? Nothing. Fun? Would that
money could buy me as much

today.
When Dad came home, bubbleblowing held extra dividends. Dad
smoked. (Mother did not. No
"nice" woman did.) Dad would
blow smoke into my bubbles, and
the spooky things would sail off
and explode in a magical gray puff.
Let's see. Spools ... cans ...
string . . . oh yes, dolls from nothing.
As she had done in her own Spartanburg childhood, Mother made a
family of cornshuck dolls for me.
Smooth, white inner shucks formed
the bodies, with waists, wrists and
ankles bound into shape with
string. Eyes and noses were dotted
on with indelible pencil; mouths
with red ink. Cornsilk "hair" was
piled into huge, fashionable pompadours. These dolls were wonderful
fun, n.o t only because they didn't
break but because somebody I
loved had made them just for me.
In Charleston's Women's Exchange, on lower King Street, other
homemade dolls cost little, yet
were works of art. I think the
bodies were clothespins. The faces
were hickory nuts, yellow-brown,
with lines like those on aged faces
and with the sharp nut-nub for a
nose. Eyes and mouths were not added so much as defined with a few
touches of ink or paint. The price
of these handkerchief-headed
Maumas and Old Black Joes was
about 25 cents. None of them was
alike.
We needed such dolls, for the
usual Christmas one, while beautiful, was far too fragile to be played
with. Her real hair always matted
and you couldn't comb it. Her
bisque head, made in France or
Germany, was lifelike in color-but
easily smashed. Her flesh-colored,
papier-mache body was jointed in
spots, with elastic tendons that
went limp with use, or smashed,
necessitating long, expensive stays
at the "Doll Hospital." Her openand-shut eyes, weighted with lead,
went "plop!" as they closed. Santa
Claus had brought her, lavishly,
lacily dressed by his elves (really
Aunt Laura). But such puppets
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were status symbols, fit only to be
wheeled in carriages, to sit stupidly
at tea tables and maybe to "walk" a
little.
On the other hand, past these
minor feats, our dolls did nothingtherefore, for us, they could do
anything. We did their talking for
them, so their vocabularies were
unlimited; and no battery-operated
voices complicated the conversation. They were what we chosesick, well, good, bad. They were
not equipped to drink water, burp
or wet. Since we ourselves had been
painfully weaned from primitive
habits, we expected our dolls to be
equally civilized. Although my
baby-doll wore a diaper, it never
occurred to me to want to change
it.
Cheaper dolls were much more
fun. I passed by the antique numbers whose painted heads wore
1850 coiffures; whose china feet
bore painted Victorian boots. Their
cotton bodies, stuffed with sawdust, invariably leaked and made a
mess on the carpet.
Every neighborhood had a small
grocery store, much like the general
store at every Southern crossroads.
A dark cave of conflicting wares
and smells-meats, calico, vegetables, coffee (sometimes cat )-the
neighborhood store always had its
glass case of penny candy and
penny dolls. We considered the latter the bargain of the century.
These two-inch midgets which
seldom broke were actually jointed
at hips and shoulders where wire
(later replaced by a hairpin) ran
through the body, attaching arms
and legs. Believe it or not, the
hand-painted faces differed in
expression, and there were diverse
shades of hair color. You could
own a large family of these dolls
without stretching your allowance
unbearably, and they were easy to
dress. A length of fairly wide ribbon, with a hole cut for the
head ... a girdle of narrower ribbon (the kind used in corset-covers) ... and that was that.
Much larger, attractive editions
of this doll usually sold for 10 or
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15 cents and could be dressed properly. Here, you got your first dressmaking lessons. Few homes were
without sewing machines which
were foot-powered and not disguised as bars, consoles or desks.
Their six drawers usually overflowed with scraps. The adult who
made the family's clothing would
lay out an assortment of treasures:
laces, velvets, muslins or ginghams,
and presently the cutting-out would
begin. Then, suddenly, it stopped.
The scissors-the grown-up kind,
with points-came into your grubby
hands with the usual warning:
"Now, don't hack the cloth. Cut
it. And quit chewing your tongue
while you work. Have you washed
your hands?"
By degrees, one advanced from
basting to sewing, whipping lace
neatly on tiny collars and sleeves,
attaching midget buttons. There
were no store-bought doll clothes
and if there had been, this production ( sometimes blood-spattered
from needle pricks) was a peculiar
treasure. Your doll had the only
such dress in the whole world and
you had made it-well, almost-all
by yourself.
One bad habit of mine was the
urge to play with things not immediately at hand. Thus, one rainy
day, I took the notion to paint,
only to find my paint box lost. But
Aunt Caroline, raised in a povertyplagued South Carolina scarcely six
years out from under an army of
occupation, when money for food
was scarce, let alone money for
toys, gave me an unforgettable art
lesson.
She produced one of her childhood schoolbooks. Its line drawings
were colored in faint yet attractive
hues. "We'll go outside when it
stops raining, And I'll show you
how I did it," she smiled.
It stopped, we went, she showed
me. Gathering a handful of multicolored four-o'clocks, a rose or two
and some soft, green leaves, she
tore the petals to bits, chewed the
end of a big kitchen match into a
kind of stiff brush, and proceeded,
slowly, delicately, to smear those

flower petals on the white paper.
The result could have gone into a
museum. "It's all in knowing which
flowers smear best," she explained.
"You learn. I never had a paint
box .... "
With every season growing new
playthings for us, standard games
and commonplace toys soon went
stale. Take spring. Where I lived,
towns were inhabited islands in a
sea of woodland, largely uncleared,
unspoiled. When the heart-shaped
leaves of wild ginger showed above
the froth of last year's leaves, the
hunt for "piggies" was on. At the
roots of the spicy "heart-leaves"
nestled tiny, hollow, pink-brown
things with pointed bottoms and
three-lo bed tops-actually the
blooms of the ginger, growing unexpectedly near the roots. It took
little imagination to see in these
piggies tiny, legless pigs, which we
collected by the score. If that plant
isn't extinct in the Carolina Up
Country by now-or anywhere
else-it's a wonder. No batteries
powered such plant-toys, which,
nevertheless, were hunted (suspense) found (triumph) and treasured (ownership). What toy, storebought or homemade, could provide more?
Spring was a time for marbles. If
somebody's father in a machine
shop contributed a steel ball bearing, the son soon owned all the
marbles on the block, for that steel
"taw" knocked every aggie, large or
small, out of the ring. Spring was a
time for jack-stones (five cents)
beanbags (nothing) and peep shows.
For peep-shows, one needed a
piece of window glass, a few showy
flowers and some green moss. One
dug a shallow hole, smaller than the
glass, lined it neatly with moss,
arranged the stemless flowers like
jewels in the center, covered the
whole with glass and hid the edges
with more moss. Upon creation of a
really beautiful arrangement, one
charged admission, which could be
one stick of chewing gun, pins,
marbles, even an occasional penny.
Summer brought more dividends.
I have yet to see the modern child
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who has ever heard of a leaf-dresslet along worn one-yet such
dresses are easily made, and charming. Big oak leaves were pinned
together in bands with bits of hardened broom straw. Two straps went
over the shoulders. To these were
anchored other bands, farming the
bodice. To this, in turn, strips were
pinned for the skirt. Our jewelry
consisted of daisy chains and clover
strings. We must have looked like a
bevy of elves.
Summer also brought out a
flurry of wagon making. Trade in
wheels from disused red wagons or
baby carriages was as frenzied as
the stock market in 1929. Large
crooked nails anchored axles perilously under the board "body."
Clothes-line rope took care of the
steering, unless some pint-sized
plutocrat possessed a fifth wheel,
which made steering deluxe. Seats
were planks. Feet were power and
brakes. You knew you mattered if
Percy or Muggsy or Hugh asked you
for your baby carriage wheels. If
they were yours to bestow, and the
resulting vehicle was yours, for even

part of the time, you knew you
were loved.
Autumn, for some reason,
brought out the "street cars." Suddenly, one evening, at no detectible
signal, the whole block -would blossom with a train of shoe boxes into
whose sides designs of moons, stars
and so on, had been cut, backed by
colored tissue paper and lighted by
a candle set carefully under a hole
in the lid. There was a positively
Japanese effect as the street cars,
towed by strings, bobbed along as
night came down. I never saw one
catch fire.
There's more to tell, but it's all
so long ago, so far away. But the
fact remains that we had playthings

galore that cost only a little time
and thought, but gave dividends out
of all proportion because everybody could have them (democracy); parents helped or advised
(communication); and we, in our
constant effort to keep abreast of
the season's fads and fancies, never
were plagued with the kind of boredom that now causes juveniles to
sniff glue, experiment with pot and
raise a kind of futile hell, generally.
I wonder if there's an empty
spool in this house. Soap bubbles,
anyone?

Marguerite Steedman is from Mt.
Pleasant.

Right: Playing with shoe box
"street cars" are Bracey Blackburn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles B. Blackburn Jr., and
Rebecca Quattlebaum. Below:
Blowing bubbles with spools
are (L. to R.) Pepe Harris,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L.C.
Guerette; and Arthur and Ann
Lacour, children of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert A. Lacour Jr. All
are from Mt. Pleasant.
-Photos by Studio 3 Photographies
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he visiting boy from Wisconsin
had had the unusual luck of killing a fine buck on his first deer
drive. He was standing around the
cutting table receiving congratulations when two men slipped up
and grabbed him from behind. As
he struggled to free himself another
hunter came from where the deer
was being butchered and, without
warning, plastered blood all over his
face and forehead, some even getting in his hair and eyes. He was
ready to fight when they turned
him loose but calmed down when
everybody began singing, "For He's
a Jolly Good Fellow."
Scenes like this occur every day
during the season from Virginia to
the Gulf coast of Texas. If the
lucky hunter happens to be an elderly man or a special guest of the
club, only a token amount of blood
is applied, generally a smear on the
forehead and a small amount on
each cheek. But young or old, rich
or poor, humble or distinguished,
the ritual must take place. It is perfectly permissible for the recipient
of this honor to attempt escape,
but when caught he must submit
good-naturedly. In fact, anyone
familiar with the tradition would
feel neglected and unpopular were
it not carried out.
Why must the first-time killer be
anointed with the fresh blood of his
victim? Perhaps we can find the

It is not hard to trace the folk

many pieces as there are hunters
meaning behind both of these and guests present, including of
somewhat crude customs. The male course the drivers. A number is
deer is credited, by those who hunt placed on each cut and correspondhim, with more sagacity than that ing numbers in a hat, from which
possessed by any other game animal everybody draws. Since certain cuts
and also with great sexual potency. are naturally better than others,
Primitive man sought to acquire this is the fairest way to divide the
these desirable qualities by the kill. Another and more picturesque
application or ingestion of some method is to blindfold one of the
part of his victim. To eat the heart company, either the killer or a child
of a lion-or a brave enemy-would or a lady guest. The Old Man holds
assure one of gaining his courage. In up one piece of venison at a time,
the mystery religions of the East, asking, "Whose is this'n?" Each
the initiates were sprinkled with the member or guest's name is called in
blood of a sacrificial animal rep- turn by the blindfolded distributor
resenting the gods Attis or Mithras. until all have been taken care of.
It is doubtful if the first-time killer The Old Man takes pains not to
realizes why he is being bloodied or pick up the meat in any particular
why he must wear his victim's order so that there can be no hint
testicles, but originally it must have of what piece he is holding.
been to confer upon him the buck's
Perhaps we should, at this point,
wisdom and his well-known make some mention of the Old
competence among his harem of Man, the inevitable leader of the
does.
club, even though not necessarily
Another time-honored custom is the oldest member. He may be an
that of cutting the shirt-tail of the elected officer, but frequently is
hunter who misses a shot. There is a not. More often he is simply the
great deal of hilarity and good- wisest and most experienced of the
natured ribbing connected with this membership. Without any particuevent. As in the bloodying cere- lar title or badge of office, his
mony it is perfectly kosher to run opinion is sought and his decisions
like hell but one must submit are deferred to. A hunting club, algood-naturedly when caught. Gen- though no longer dependent upon
erally a strip about three or four the success of the chase, tends to
inches wide and six inches long is revert to ancient man's allegiance to
cut from the bottom of the rear the natural leader. There was a time
tail. The theory is that thus mutilat- when adherence to his decisions

By Chapman J. Milling
answer if we consult the folk beliefs
of primitive man.
In a custom related to this one,
· but not as universal, the scrotum of
the buck is cut off and hung by a
string or leather thong around the
neck of the killer. He is not supposed to remove this token of his
skill and prowess until he reaches
home, the same prohibition applying to the blood on his face, which
by this time has become an uncomfortable dry crust, difficult to wash
off.
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ing the shirt acts as a deterrent to
careless shooting, tending to make
every hunter a better or at least a
more careful marksman. There is no
justification for cutting out the entire back up to the collar, as is
done in some clubs.
Another very old custom is the
distribution of meat. Since deer
driving is teamwork, every member
or guest is entitled to a share of the
kill. The killer himself chooses his
favorite cut, often a ham. The balance of the meat is divided in as

meant survival. This is no longer
true, but when a man engages in
group hunting he throws off, for
the moment, all the time of recorded history and much more. For
a day the hunter becomes the
tribesman and the Old Man his
chief.
In prehistoric times the Indian
hunter apologized to the spirit of
the deer he had just killed. Failure
Dr. Chapman J. Milling is author of
"Red Carolinians. "
Sand lapper

to do so, he believed, would cause
him to be crippled with arthritis,
sent as punishment by the Little
White Deer. The Little Deer was
very old and wise; in fact, he was a
supernatural being, knowing instantly when a deer was killed.
Apparently he understood the necessity of killing for food, but the
formal apology, followed by a
prayer for forgiveness, was necessary to make the killing right and
proper.
White hunters in the Southern

regions he brings good luck, in
others his appearance presages accident or death. He is known as the
White Stag or simply the White
Buck. Probably the occasional presence of a true albino deer keeps the
legend alive. Few modern hunters
have ever heard of the Little White
Deer of Indian legend, but I believe
that, like so many instances in folklore, the White Stag is a surviving
variant of the same story. We know,

•\
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period, to keep the planter's tables
supplied with game. These men
were mostly "settlement Indians,"
members of small, broken tribes
who lived in the midst of the exp anding white community. Such
little enclaves of aboriginal Americans survive even today and the
men are still expert hunters and
trackers. It would be harder to believe that the story of the Little
White Deer has failed entirely to
survive, than to accept the more obvious explanation in altered form.

·,

l.1
.·.\

FOLKLORE
OF THE
DEER DRIVE
states do not, of course, seek forgiveness from the Little Deer when
they succeed in a kill. However,
there is a persistent tradition,
throughout the region, of a white
deer. Sooner or later he is reported
on every club as having been seen
by someone. No gun is powerful
enough to bring him down. All
sorts of portents, good or bad, are
connected with his appearance. If
one shoots at him the gun is mysteriously "strained" and will never
shoot accurately again. In some
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A2. FIRST SETTLERS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1670-1680. By Agnes L. Baldwin.
A history of all immigrants to S.C. up
to 1680. A valuable booklet for research
on 17th-century S.C. Paperback $1.45.
A4. WILD FLOWERS IN SOUTH CARO·
LINA. By Wade T. Batson. Two hundred
full-color photos of the 500 native plants
identified. $6.25.
AlO. THE CATAWBA INDIANS: THE
PEOPLE OF THE RIVER. By Douglas
Summers Brown. First full-length work
on this tribe. $10.
A24, A DUTCH FORK FARM BOY, By
J.M. Eleazer. Turn-of-the-century farm
life in the "Dutch Fork." $4.95.
A39. THE VERSE OF FLORIDE CLEMSON, Ed. by Harriet R. Holman . Poetry
of John C. Calhoun's granddaughter.
$4.95.
A40. WADE HAMPTON AND THE
NEGRO: THE ROAD NOT TAKEN. By
Hampton M. Jarrell. An interpretation of
South Carolina's political scene from
1865-69. $5.95,
A42. NINETY SIX: LANDMARKS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LAST FRONTIER REGION. By Carl Julien. The
state's northwest corner, as seen by the
distinguished S.C. photographer. $10.
A43. PEE DEE PANORAMA. By Carl
Julien. Eighty-three scenes depicting the
historic Pee Dee River region. $10.
A44. SEA ISLANDS TO SAND HILLS,
By Carl Julien. Eighty-three photographs
of southeastern S.C. plus a description of
its topography. $10.
A50. CHARLESTON GHOSTS. By
Margaret Rhett Martin. Eighteen legends
of Charleston's renowned ghosts, from
the Revolution to the present. $4.95.
A57. JUSTICE WILLIAM JOHNSON:
THE FIRST DISSENTER. By Donald G.
Morgan. Johnson's constitutional philos·
ophy revealed. $4.95.
A79. THE SOUTH CAROLINA COOK
BOOK. Secrets of Southern cooking by
the S.C. Extension Homemakers Council
and the Clemson Extension Home Economics Staff. $4.95.
A84. SOUTH CAROLINA: A SHORT
HISTORY, 1520-1948. By David D.
Wallace. The authoritative political history of the state, embodying accurate
descriptions of events and leaders. $10.
A86. CHARLESTON'S SONS OF
LIBERTY. By Richard Walsh. A study of
Charleston artisans during the awakening
of the Revolutionary cause. $5. cloth.
$1.95 paper,
B2. ELIZA OF WAPPOO. By Nell S.
Graydon. The life and times of Eliza
Lucas, who introduced indigo cultivation
to S.C. in the 1740s. $8.

BOOK STORE

For each $5. in purchases of other
books listed on this page you can buy
one of the bonus books below at the
special price shown:
A37. UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, VOL. I: SOUTH CARO·
LIN A COLLEGE, 1801-1865. By
Daniel Walker Hollis. (Reg. $5.95 ).
Special $1.
A38. VOL. Il: COLLEGE TO UNIVERSITY, 1865-1956. By Daniel
Walker Hollis. (Reg. $5.95). Special
$1.
B7. THE NEW SOUTH-GREENVILLE, S.C. By Kenneth and Blanche
Marsh. (Reg. $9.50). Special $3.
D12. THE SERPENT WAS A SALESMAN. By Zan Heyward. (Reg. $2.50).
Special $1.
Please send me the books checked below:

DA 2 $ 1.45 D A57 $ 4 .95 D B 9 $ 5.00
DA 4 $ 6.25 D A79 $ 4.95 D B11 $ 7.50
0A10 $10.00 0 A84 $10.00 0 C 3 $ 3.75
D A24 $ 4.95 D A86 $ 5.00 D c 5 $15.00
D A39 $ 4.95 D A86 $ 1.95 D D 1 $10.00
D A40 $ 5.95 D B 2 $ 8.00 D D 2 $10.00
D A42 $10.00 D B 3 $ 5.00 DD 3 $ 6.00
D A43 $10.00 D B 4 $10.00 D D 4 $ 6.00
D A44 $10.00 DB 5 $ 6.50 D D10 $ 4.50
D A50 $ 4.95 D B 6 $ 5.95 D D11 $ 6.50
DB 8 $ 5.00

$-----

Total for books above

For each $5..00 purchase of the above books,
you can purchase one of the bonus books
below at the special price shown:
D

A37

$1.00

D

B7

$3 .00

D

A38

$1.00

D

D12

$1.00

$-----

Total for bonus books

... $ - - - --

Grand total

4% S. C . sales tax for orders to
residents of S. C .
$ - - - -25 cents postage and handling for
.. $ - - - -EACH book purchased
Name--- -- - - -Address--

- - --

-

-

----~
-----

City-- - -- -- S t a t e - Z i p - -

( If you do not want to clip this coupon from
the magazine, please record the basic information on a separate sheet of paper.)

B3. DOWN THE CREEK. By Eddie
Finlay. Sportsmen's adventures in field,
forest and stream. $5.
B4. DEEP RIVER. By Archibald Rutledge. The complete collection, containing over 900 poems. $10.
B5. TALES OF COLUMBIA. By Nell S.
Graydon. Highlights of the capital city's
history , from antebellum times through
the years of Big Thursday. $6.50.
B6. TALES OF EDISTO. By Nell S.
Graydon. Stories from the romantic era
when Edisto Island was the center of the
cotton kingdom. $5.95.
BS. THE BISHOP FROM BARNWELL.
By W.D. Workman Jr. The story of Edgar
A. Brown, who has shaped S.C. government as a legislator under 15 different
governors. $5.
B9 . SPEAKER BLATT-HIS CHALLENGES WERE GREATER. By John K.
Cauthen. A study of the man holding the
position of House Speaker. $5.
Bll. REFLECTIONS-THE LIGHT AND
TEXTURE OF CHARLESTON. By William H. Campbell. A brilliant new pictorial
survey of Charleston 's architecture. $ 7. 50.
C3. A CHARLESTON SKETCHBOOK
1796-1806, By Charles Fraser. Forty
watercolor drawings of the city and surrounding country. $3.75.
C5. PLANTATIONS OF THE CARO·
LIN A LOW COUNTRY. By Samuel
Gaillard Stoney. Photos, maps, plans and
drawings of selected homes. $15.
Dl. A CORNER OF CAROLINA. By
Edith lnglesby. People, customs, fauna
and flora of Beaufort County. $10.
D2. DISCOVERING SOUTH CAROLINA. By Bert W. Bierer. An amateur
explorer's guide to S.C. Indian remains.
$10.
D3. SCENIC SOUTH CAROLINA. By
Eugene B. Sloan. Pictorial essay covering
the entire state and supported by a concise narrative . $6.
D4. THE CAROLINA-CLEMSON
GAME: 1896-1966. By Don Barton. The
highlights, standout players, coaches and
emotional impact of the classic football
clash. $6.
DlO. CAROLINA CAROLS. By Helen
Boland King. A first collection of the
poetry of Mrs. King, who has been
praised by Archibald Rutledge as an
"authentic minstrel. " $4.50.
Dll . COLUMBIA, CAPITAL CITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA: 1786-1936 (Sesquicentennial Edition). Ed. by Helen Kohn
Hennig, with MID-CENTURY SUPPLEMENT, 1936-1966, by archivist Charles
E. Lee . Includes sections on government,
education, religion, social life and industry . $6.50.

The University of
South Carolina Press

suggests
Books for gift giving
or
Books for your own collection
WILD FLOWERS IN
SOUTH CAROLINA
By Wade T. Batson
$6.25
Most of the clear, close-up color photographs of individual flowers show
them in their natural habitat, which
makes the illustrations exceptionally
helpful for those attempting to make
identifications.

CHARLESTON GARDENS
By Loutrel W. Briggs
$10.00
This book will be a continuing source
of pleasure to either the gardener
interested in a modest, neatly manicured hedge row in Suburbia, or one
who has a spread the size of the
"Ponderosa."
"This is a fine and beautiful book."
-House Beautiful

THE SOUTH CAROLINA
COOK BOOK
By The South Carolina Extension Homemakers Council and
the Clemson Extension Home
Economics Staff
$4.95
This book is effectively illustrated and
contains a great deal of invaluable information about good cooking habits
in general. Includes a glossary, charts,
meal planning ideas, table setting and
serving, table courtesies, and index.
Available at Elliott Office Supply,
Aiken; The Corner Book Store, Inc.,
Camden; The Book Basement and John
Hughley and Co , Inc., Charleston; The
R. L. Bryan Company, Gittman's on
Devine, and The South Carolina Book
Store, Columbia; Baxter Enterprises,
Sumter; and at all better bookstores.
Available at The Corner Book Store,
Inc., Camden; The Book Basement and
Legerton & Company, Charleston; The
R.L. Bryan Company, White's, Plaza
Book Store, Gittman 's on Devine, and
The South Carolina Book Store,
Columbia; and at all better bookstores.
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UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA PRESS
Col umbia. Soulh Car olina 29 208

social standing of the settler. His
profession or trade, his title (both
English or Carolinian), and his position in the local government are
provided in this section.
The third column presents inforIn commemoration of the 300th
anniversary of the founding of the mation on the number of servants
state of South Carolina in 1670, the and slaves that were brought in by
University of South Carolina Press each settler. The word "servant" is
is involved in an ambitious program also a broad one as used in these
of publishing Tricentennial Studies, records. It may mean merely a
member of the family or someone
Editions and Booklets.
All three of these series are under whose passage was paid by another
the general editorship of the publi- person.
The fourth column contains the
cations subcommittee of the Scholarly Activities Committee of the place of origin of each settler, when
South Carolina Tricentennial Com- this information can be gleaned
from extant records, and his date of
mission.
The first book in the Tricenten- arrival in the colony.
nial Studies series is "The Promised
The fifth column contains refer.
Land: The History of the South ences to this particular settler in
Carolina Land Commission, these records.
The word "settlers" includes not
1869-1890," by Carol K. Rothrock
Bleser. This book became available only persons who were present in
South Carolina but also some who
in July 1969.
"The First Settlers of South were closely associated with the
Carolina, 1670-1680," by Agnes province in its early days. In addiLeland Baldwin is the first Tricen- tion to actual settlers, the list contains, first, names of persons who
tennial booklet in the series.
The listings of the settlers in this were granted land but never actubooklet are broken down as fol- ally emigrated; second, those who
lows: Five columns of information came over but remained only temhave been given. The first column porarily; and, third, those fewcontains the name of the settler such as ship captains, seamen and
( with all spelling variations that merchants-who had strong ties but
have been found), the names and may not have become permanent
number of the members of his settlers.
immediate family, and his place of
Because of the scarcity of records, it is impossible to state that
residence.
Three towns were settled in this this list of persons is complete.
period. Charles Town was on the Rather than omit data about perwest bank of the Ashley some 10 sons who are not clearly identified,
miles from the open sea; James some references are designated with
Town was on James Island, which a question mark in parentheses.
borders the west bank of the AshIt is hoped that the information
ley somewhat nearer the ocean; and presented in this booklet can serve
Oyster Point, or New Charles as a basis for further study of
Town, was established on the point 17th-century South Carolina.
between the Ashley and Cooper
Agnes Leland Baldwin is a memrivers.
ber of the research staff of the
The second column contains South Carolina Tricentennial Cominformation on the economic or mission.

FIRST SETTLERS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1670-1680. By Agnes
Leland Baldwin. 72 pages. University of South Carolina Press. $1.45.
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SOUTH CAROLINA GHOST
TALES, compiled by Nell S. Graydon. Photographs by Eugene B.
Sloan, including dust jacket full
color illustration. Frontispiece,
"The Blue Lady," a painting by
Walter Greer. 85 pp. Beaufort Book
Shop, Inc., Beaufort, S. C. $4.50.
South Carolina is indebted to
Nell S. Graydon, an adopted
daughter, for her many books
about this state, and for her preservation of tales and legends.
This book is more than a rendition of ghost tales. The romantic
legends which she has gathered presents another side of the history of
South Carolina.
A prodigious worker, Mrs. Graydon has unearthed some new ghost
stories and also explains the origin
and first use of other more familiar
tales.
Included in the 31 ghost stories
in the book are some in rhyme
which have been contributed by
Senator James Hammond, her lifelong friend . The Senator, who tells
friends "I believe in ghosts and
sometimes after a drink I can see
two," contributes stories of Aiken,
Blackville, Barnwell and Santee.
This attractive book- printed by
the R. L. Bryan Company-brings
to life ghosts from Murrells Inlet,
Mt. Pleasant, Charleston, Kiawah Island, Otter Island, Land's End,
Fripp Island, Hilton Head Island,
Columbia, Frogmore, York and
other places.
Some of the ghosts are rather

sophisticated. In addition to a story
about lovely Lucy Pickens, wife of
South Carolina's Civil War governor, the book touches such fashionable areas as Legare Street in
Charleston, and even brings in
Madame Margot whose consort was
an aristocratic Low-Country gentleman.
The illustrations are the usual
superb work for which the late
Eugene B. Sloan was noted. His
conception of the ghostly Vander
Horst house-in full color on the
dust jacket, and inside in black and
white-lends credence to a spooky
atmosphere as does his portrait of
the Legare tomb at Edisto Island
Presbyterian Church. Walter Greer's
painting of the "Blue Lady," the
frontispiece, is a nice introduction.
"South Carolina Ghost Tales" is
just in time for the Christmas season and will be enjoyed by all who
read it.

GIVE A BOOK
By Richard Armour
Give him a book. Give her a book.
And why? To start with, let us look
At wrapping, mailing. Please compare.
The wrapping of a lamp or chair
With something of a simple shape,
Rectangular, no droop or drape,
That will not break, unlike a cup,
And has no need for "This Side Up."
Another thing. Though books are
small
And large, this matters not at all.
Unlike a shirt or other outfit,
A book, if fitting, will no doubt fit,
Nor be returned, with downcast
eyes,
Next day, to get another size.
A book, too, has great lasting
powers.
It will not quickly wilt like flowers.
Nor need it, like a potted plant,
Be sprayed for aphis and for ant,
Be watered, fertilized, and tended
Until its little life is ended.
A box of candy can't be dibbled
Ahead of time, and slyly nibbled,
And, liquor, great though be one's
thirst,
Cannot be sipped a little first.
A book, however, to its credit,
Shows not a whit that you have
read it.
In fact its value grows when you
Can say, "I loved it. You will too."

Above: The Baynard Tomb was protected
for years by ghostly rumors. Below: Two
houses stalked by "a woman in blue."

So when it comes to ease of
wrapping,
To size that's not too tight or
gapping,
To lasting long, permitting sample,
For all these reasons more than
ample,
As one who writes them for a
living
I say that books are best for giving.
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Right: A yellow-berried variety
of /lex cassine at Brookgreen
Gardens. Below: /lex cornuta
floralia, developed and grown by
the author in her Aiken garden.

-Photo by Richard Taylor

-Photo by Quattlebaum Studio
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FOR SOUTH CAROLINA GARDENS
By June R. Henderson

H

ollies rank high among the popular ornamental trees and
shrubs which grow in the
South. They catch the horticultural
spotlight at this season of the year
because their red fruit and shiny
foliage enliven the winter landscape, and the berry-laden branches
are traditional favorites for indoor
decoration.
Holly belongs to the genus Ilex.
It is a widely distributed plant and
is to be found growing on all continents except Australia. Until the
turn of the century, information
about holly was hard to come by.
In 1910 Kew Gardens in London
published a volume written by
Dallimore entitled "Holly, Box and
Yew," which is filled with interesting facts. Much is told about the
history and distribution of holly.
After World War II The American
Holly Society was formed. From a
small beginning it has grown into a
very fine organization made up of
enthusiastic members who explore
every facet of holly culture. The
publications sent to members contain valuable information.
At the present time it is said that
300 species of holly have been described and that 19 of them are
native to the United States. Many
of these are found growing in an
area south from Boston in the
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Atlantic Coastal states and west to
central Texas. It i~ said that holly
does not grow naturally in the
Southwest, Rocky Mountain or
Plain states.
Thirty-seven species are now in
cultivation in this country. Some
hollies are evergreen and some are
deciduous; they are male or female.
Some have leaves with spines;
others have spineless leaves. There
is a great difference in the berries.
They may be large or small, red,
yellow or black. The size and color
depend upon the species and variety.
For practical purposes holly falls
into the following groups: American, Chinese, Japanese and English.
The word "holly" generally means
American holly or Ilex opaca. It
grows widely through the holly area
varying in size with the climate and
soil. Typically it is a broadly pyramidal tree with spiny green leaves
and red berries.
For a long time this holly was
"holly," but in the past decades
enthusiasts have studied holly,
noted the variations, and cultivated
plants often in their own nurseries.
Today there are more than 50
named varieties of American holly
on the market. Some of these are
Savannah, East Palatka (which has
no spines), and Croonenburg. The

latter is a most beautiful and desirable variety.
According to The American
Holly Society, the oldest holly tree
in the nation grows three miles
northeast of New Bern, North Carolina. It is eleven feet one inch in
circumference; the spread is 45
feet; and the height is 72 feet. The
tree is male and is called "Grandpappy."
While Ilex opaca is the best
known American holly, there are
other species and varieties which
are attractive in their native habitat,
and also have great value as garden
plants. A very fine collection of
these small-leaved hollies is in
Brookgreen Gardens, that enchanting paradise on the Waccamaw
River near Georgetown . There can
be found excellent examples of the
best known of this group, which is
Y oupon or Ilex vomitoria. This
species is found throughout South
Carolina, but perhaps it grows at its
best along the coastal highways.
During the autumn and winter
season these shrubs, heavily laden
with bright red berries, add greatly
to the beauty of the landscape.
Less well known than Y oupon is
!lex cassine (true Cassena) or
Dahoon holly, which has a broader
leaf and makes a nice specimen
plant. It is not as widely distributed
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as Youpon because it is more exacting as to growing conditions. It is
moisture loving and grows best in
damp areas near water. There are
several variations of the Dahoon
holly. There is a yellow-fruited
variety named for Mr. Tarbox who
supervised Brookgreen Gardens.
Also there is the variety angustif olia which bears small red fruit.
The smallest leaves of any of the
hollies of the Southeastern states
are borne by Ilex myrtifolia, a small
tree which grows from 20 to 30
feet in height. A variety of Ilex
myrtifolia which bears yellow
berries is called Var. Lowii Blake.
In addition to the above-named
varieties which are cultivated at
Brookgreen, there are some interesting hybrids. Perhaps the most
unusual is the result of a cross between American holly (Ilex opaca)
and the Dahoon holly (Ilex cassine ). Its leaves are not as large as
those of ordinary American holly
and they do not have many spines.
Numerous Oriental hollies have
come to our gardens during the past
century. Although they have not
been widely grown until recent decades, there is much to recommend
them. Many have distinctive
beauty. A great point in their favor
is their adaptability to growing conditions in our gardens of the Southeast which are similar to those of
their native lands. Plant hunters
brought them to this country and
England where they were studied
and successfully cultivated at the
Arnold Arboretum in Boston and
Kew Gardens in England. It was
from these sources that they were
distributed.
Perhaps the best known of the
Chinese hollies is Ilex cornuta, a
hardy variety which grows throughout China. Apparently it can be
grown just as widely in this country. This holly spreads in width as it
grows upward and, when mature, is
a small broad tree usually about 12
or 15 feet tall. The thick leathery
leaves are a bright green and are
said to resemble a flying bat in
form. Although there is much variation among cornutas, each leaf
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usually has five spines which are
very sharp. As a result, this holly is
sometimes called "horned-holly."
For the most part the berries are
bright red; however, in recent years
a yellow-berried form has made its
appearance.
A more prolific berried plant is
Ilex cornuta burfordii, either a sport
or a seedling of flex cornuta, and is
said to have been developed in Atlanta, Georgia. It has shiny green
leaves which generally have only
one spine at the tip end. Burfordii
holly bears an abundance of berries,
larger than those of Ilex cornuta.
There are many other kinds of
Chinese holly which because of
their interesting foliage and form
are welcome additions to Southern
gardens. A remarkable contrast in
the foliage of Chinese hollies is presented by Ilex fargesi and Ilex
pernyi. The former has very narrow, slightly serrated leaves which
are four inches long while Ilex
pernyi has tiny spined triangular
leaves that do not measure over half
an inch in length. The latter is one
of the most interesting and loveliest
of the hardy evergreen hollies.
The best known Japanese holly is
Ilex crenata which is found growing
over a wide area in its native land.
It has proved equally adaptable in
this country where it does quite
satisfactorily over a wide range.
This evergreen holly has a neat
compact form which ordinarily
attains a height of from two to four
feet or more. Its most distinctive
use is in foundation plantings since
it is a slow-growing holly.
The low-growing variety, flex
crenata hellerii is frequently used
for border planting. Its leaf as well
as its mode of growth resembles
boxwood. Ilex crenata couvexa
grows a bit taller than hellerii and
they are used very effectively together in plantings on terraces and
patios. Both bear black berries.
In contrast to these low-growing
varieties, there is a species of holly
from Japan, flex latifolia or magnolia-leaved holly, which has great
value for gardens of the southern
half of the Atlantic seaboard. In the

warmer sections of its native
country, Ilex latifolia attains as
much as 50 feet in height. In this
area this holly grows slowly when
young but eventually becomes a tall
and beautiful tree that is densely
branched. The rich dark green
leaves (without spines) are among
the largest of the holly family.
They measure from six to seven
inches in length and two to three
inches in width. The berries are
rather small, Chinese red in color,
and are borne in clusters.
English holly or flex aquifolium
is beautiful. The leaves are large,
glossy, and very spiny, and the fruit
is large and very fine in color. This
species does not grow with any
degree of satisfaction in our Southeastern area. This climate is too hot
and dry. flex aquifolium is grown
with some success in some of the
Northeastern states. However, in
the Northwest this species flourishes as it does in its native Britain.
In the states of Washington and
Oregon there are orchards of it
which have great economic value.
From the many species of holly
to choose from, anyone interested
in growing this plant can find any
size and type he wishes. It is wise to
buy plants from nurseries because
root systems are well developed and
transplanting is apt to be more successful.
Hollies can be grown from seed
or cuttings. When grown from seed
they take from 3 to 10 years to
flower. It is from the flower that
the sex is determined. Oriental hollies root much more easily than the
native ones.
For the adventurous gardener
holly offers a field of interesting
experimentation. There is little
known about the crossing of species
and here is an opportunity to contribute new knowledge. A recent
hybrid developed in one of the
Southern states by a Mr. Foster is
flex fosterii. It is a cross between
flex opaca and Ilex cassine. This
tall, slender tree with small, ser-

June R . Henderson is a free-lance
writer from Aiken.
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!LEX CORNUTA BURY ORDII
-Photos by Quattlebaum Studio

rated foliage bears an abundance
of bright red berries. Ilex floralia
cornuta is registered with The
American Holly Society. It was
grown from a cornuta seed which
had been pollinated by Ilex opaca.
It has the single trunk of the American holly and the spiny leaf of the
Chinese.
The cultural requirements of
hollies are not great. It is desirable
to add a generous quantity of
organic matter at planting time and
to keep young plants well mulched
and watered.
Conservationists have discouraged the indiscriminate cutting of
holly branches from trees, particularly at Christmastime. However,
the wise way to conserve holly is
for every gardener to grow his own.
Add a new variety from time to
time and, in so doing, grow your
own merry Christmas.
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EVENTS
All activities to be considered for
the Calendar of Events must be sent
directly to the Activities Editor,
Sandlapper Press, Inc., P.O. Box
1668, Columbia, South Carolina
29202, no later than 30 days prior
to the first of the month in which
the activity will occur.

In Excellent Taste ...

dance

For all your friends who thought they had everything: the sweet
flavor and delicate texture of Atlantic Crab Meat in six exciting
forms! Blue Channel's exclusive Gift Assortment contains: 1 3-oz
Crabiar (Crab Roe Pate), 1 3-oz Deviled Crab Spread, 1 6-oz Cocktail Lump Crab (new!), 1 61/2-oz White Crab Meat, 1 61/2-oz Claw
Crab Meat, 2 101/2-oz She Crab Soup. In festive packaging, gift
card enclosed or send your own with check or money order for just

$8.25 (prepaid delivery anywhere in USA, including Alaska and Hawaii)
Order now, we'll time shipments for appropriate delivery.

BLUE CHANNEL CORPORATION
Dept. SA, Port Royal, South Carolina 29935

"The Nutcracker" is being presented December 12 at Clemson University's Tillman Auditorium by the Clemson Ballet
Company.

Full Color
ORIGINAL GIFT
(Unique Record Book - Gift of a Life Time)

Wildflower
Needlework
Pattern
By ADALEE WINTER

RECORD
YOUR FAMILY HISTORY

Anyone can follow this simple plan for compiling a family history on prepared charts
which include six generations. This S4-page
set also contains biojraphlcal data sheets,
family history record forms, space for coat-of
arms, photographs and other pertinent materials.
Immediate shipment via 3rd clasa mail @$3.95
ppd. or via air mail@ $4.75ppd.
Sena check or money order.
An Ideal Gift for Christmas or Tricentennial
Year.

as pictured in the June 1968
Sandlapper

P.O. BOX 392
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CLEMSON-Clemson University - Tillman Auditorium, "The Nutcracker,"
Clemson Ballet Company.

12
GREENVILLE-Memorial Auditorium"The Nutcracker," Greenville Civic
Ballet.

Pattern is 12 inches by 18 inches
and contains 25 wildflowers

To purchase your pattern
send $2.00 plus 25ti for
postage and handling to:
SANDLAPPER

Order from

THE OLD SOUTH CO.

DECEMBER
12

12-14
COLUMBIA-Dreher High School Auditorium-"The Nutcracker," Columbia City Ballet.

.

c1ne1na

P. 0. Box 1668
Columbia, S. C. 29202

8

S. C . residents please add 4% sales tax.

SPART ANBURG-W offord College Leonard Auditorium, "The Caretaker."

Sandlapper

lectures
'1-,

10
SPART ANBURG-S part an burg Arts
Center - "Modern Art: What Is
It?", Ted Potter, Director WinstonSalem Gallery of Contemporary Art.

•

11
ROCK HILL-Winthrop College-Hans
J. Morgenthau lecture.

11
SPART ANBURG-Spartanburg County
Library - "Thackeray," Professor
James Gross, Lecture Series entitled
"Seven Explorations into Literature."

JANUARY
5
CHARLESTON-County Library-"Life
and Works of John Bennett."

SK~

the excitement
of Seven Devils
P.O. Box 427i Boone. N.C. 28607

8
SPART ANBURG-Spartanburg County
Library-John Byars, "Who's Afraid
of Virginia Woolf?"

.

music
DECEMBER
6
CHARLESTON-Charleston
Municipal
Auditorium - Concert by Greater
Charleston Choral Society.

7
COLUMBIA-First Baptist Church "Gloria" (Poulenc) and "Christmas
Cantata" (Honeger), Columbia Choral Society.

7
FLORENCE-First Baptist Church "The M~ssiah" (Handel), Florence
Symphony Orchestra and Area Singers.

December, 1969

Jack
Rabbit
Company...
A Carolina Institution
We have been processing film since 1920 for
people all across the U.S.A. Why not send us
your film today for the finest quality prints, movies and slides at the lowest prices. For complete
price list and free mailing

a.

envelope, write to:

~
"\ ~

Jefle& &~/JJ/JJ!ft

Spartanburg , S. C. 29301

Since 1920 a Carolina Institution
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7
GREENVILLE-McAlister Auditorium"The Messiah," Combined Choirs of
Furman University and Greenville
Area.

7
SPARTANBURG-Memorial Auditorium
-Christmas Festival of Music, Spartanburg High School Chorus.

9
ROCK HILL-Winthrop College throp Choral Ensemble.

Win-

10
GREENVILLE-Memorial AuditoriumThe Clann Gael.

11
SPARTANBURG-Converse College "Festival of Lessons and Carols,"
Converse College
Chorale and
Chorus.

12
HARTSVILLE-Coker College School of Music Recitals.

Junior

12-13
GREENVILLE-McAlister Auditorium"Amahl and the Night Visitors,"
Furman University Concert Choir.

14
ANDERSON-Anderson Choral Society,
"The Messiah."

16
HARTSVILLE-Coker College Audito.
rium-Annual Christmas-season concert, Coker College Glee Club.

19-20
GREENVILLE-McAlister Auditorium"The Singing Christmas Tree," Furman University Singers and Greenville Area Singers.
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;:J~SEED

theatre

Brings You Rare
and Unusual
Flowers

BEAUFORT-Beaufort Elementary
School Auditorium "The Glass
Menagerie."

f¥'1too/

Through DECEMBER

FLOWER BOOK

More than 100 l<1rge pages with lavish use o(
nature's color illustrate and describe them.
Seeds, bulbs and house plants. Vegetables
and g r owing aids , too. It 's packed with
pro,·e n how-to-do-it gard ening in(orma tion
to assure success. Contains cu lture directions,
pr onouncing index. germination table. Milli ons d epend on it fo r its wealth o( informatio n and the best seeds obtainab le.
Send Coupon or Postcard Today
-------------------------Geo . W. PARK SEED CO ., Inc .
I
I

I
I
I

DECEMBER
Through DECEMBER

Park has all those
hard-to-find kinds,
many of them Park
Exclusives. Choose
from more than
3,000 va ri eties-the
new, old favorites,
as well as flower
rarities.

Greenwood 60, S. C.

29646

Please send Park's big FREE Flower Book.

6

6
FLORENCE-Florence Little Theatre
Guild-"Star Spangled Girl."

sandlapper
THE MAGAZINE
OF

Through DECEMBER

13
CHARLESTON-Dock Street Theatre"What Did We Do Wrong?", Footlight Players.

SOUTH CAROLINA

I
I

I NAME (Please Print)
I
: STREET OR R. R.
I

Through DECEMBER

13

BOX NO.

. . . . .. .. .

1 POST OFFICE
I

:_ STATE ... . ... - .......... - .... ZIP .....

J

COLUMBIA-Columbia Dinner Theatre
-"Barefoot in the Park."

2-20
GREENVILLE-Little Theatre-"! Do!
I Do!"

REG US PAT Off

HOLIDAY INN
Clemson, S. C.

Broadway players Stephen Douglass and
Lynne Stuart star in the new musical
hit, "I Do! I Do!" at the Greenville
Little Theatre December 2-20.

THAT KEEPS

.:..:• :..: •:• :..:..:..:..:••:• :..: •: :..: •: : •: .~..~ .~..~. ~

SANDLAPPER LOUNGE
.:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:•:..:••:..:..:..:•:•:•::•:..:•:
For banquet and room
reservations call
803-654--1450

December, 1969

THE GIFT

3-6
CLEMSON-Clemson Little Theatre
"Mrs. Dolly Has a Lover."

GIVING

4-6; 9-13
GREENVILLE-Furman University
Theatre Guild-"Amen to a Mantis."
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5-6

AUCTIONEERS
APPRAISERS

LANCASTER-USC Regional CampusLancaster Children's Theatre, "A
Christmas Carol."

5-6; 9-13

@,ufruu'n
J\urtinu ~allrrirn

COLUMBIA-Town Theatre Lady's Not for Burning."

"The

11-13
COLUMBIA-Drayton Hall-University
Theatre, "Ondine."

Specializing in the disposition of estate furnishings, all
or part. Air conditioned auction gallery seating 500.
We serve trust departments,
banks, attorneys, and private
owners.

912 GERVAIS ST.
PHONE 252-7927
COLUMBIA, S. C.

GIFT
SUGGESTIONS
FROM

16-JANUARY 10
COLUMBIA-Columbia Dinner Theatre
-"Mary, Mary."

sandlapper
NEEDLEWORK PATTERNS
Gamecock
$2.00
Tiger
$2.00
Bulldog
$2.00
Wildflower
$2.00
Instruction Booklet $1.00
(Add 25¢ postage)

CLOWN PRINTS
(Set of 4)

DECEMBER
Through DECEMBER

$1.00

FULL-COLOR MAP OF
NORTH CAROLINA AND
SOUTH CAROLINA
By H.S. Tanner
$10.00

5
LANCASTER-Bank of Lancaster-Artwork by Mrs. Marion Hagins, Art
Association Exhibit Series.

SANDLAPPER BINDERS
Volumes I, II and III
Each $4.00

Through DECEMBER

SANDLAPPER '68
$15.00
(Add 50¢ postage)

9

RESIDENTIAL

CLEMSON-Clemson University School
of Architecture - "Selected Prints
for Young Collectors."

SALES AND RENTALS
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES
Member of

Through DECEMBER
14
CHARLESTON-Gibbes Art Gallery Charleston Artists Guild, Annual
Christmas Art Exhibition.

Multiple

BACK ISSUES OF
SANDLAPPER
each $1.00
(Jan., Feb., Mar. 1968
out of print)
(Add 25¢ postage)
$50.00
MILLS' ATLAS
Individual Maps each $6.00

Lis t ing

1-14

Serv ice

CLINTON-Presbyterian College - Exhibit by Thomas E. Flowers and
Glenn Howerton.

In South Carolina
Add 4% Sales Tax

Box 8244 - Station A

1-18

Phone 803 - 239-1346

COLUMBIA-USC Department of ArtHuntington Gallery, Chinese Auction of USC Student Art.

Sandlapper Press, Inc.
P.O. Box 1668
Columbia, S.C. 29202

1400 Laurens Road

Greenville, South Carolina 29607
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Advertise
in the
media
where
advertisers
•
receive
fan mail
It's not unusual for Sandlapper to
receive fan mail-we have file drawers
fu II of it. (We cherish and protect
every word.)
What we do think is unusual is the fact
that our advertisers receive fan mail
too-letters from Sandlapper readers
expressing enjoyment of their products and appreciation for their support
of our efforts to spread the word
about South Carolina.
If you, too, want to receive fan mail,
advertise in the magazine read by over
84,000 appreciative South Carolinians.
At your request we'll send you a copy
of our recent Subscriber Profile. To
contact the Advertising Department
write to the address below or telephone collect (803) 796-2686.

sandlapper
The Magazine of South Carolina
P.O. Box 1668Columbia, South Carolina 29202

n episode in the life of Francis
Scott Key involved two native
South Carolinians and their
9-year-old daughter, the mother's
namesake, Sarah Ann Gayle. Young
Sarah Ann's father was John Gayle,
a graduate of South Carolina College who emigrated from Sumter
District to Alabama, and married
Sarah Haynsworth, also from Sumter District. In 1833, after a prominent career as lawyer, leglislator
and judge ( and at that time governor of Alabama) Gayle was faced
with near civil war between the
Federal government and his state.
Finally, near the end of the year,
President Andrew Jackson sent as a
peace mediator Francis Scott Key,
U.S. District Attorney. (This was
19 years after Key had written
"The Star-Spangled Banner" on seeing the United States flag flying
over Ft. McHenry in Maryland.)

A

VERSES TOA

¥~~BFrancis
cott KebJ
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BY KATHARINE M. DAY
The conflict between the state
and Federal governments had begun
with a treaty ratified in Washington
between the Secretary of War and
the Creek Indians in 1832, confirming the treaty of 1814 that Andrew
Jackson had forced on the Creeks,
in which they ceded all their Mississippi territory to the United
States government in return for an
Indian nation to be carved from the
territory. But there were disturbing
new elements in the situation: The
Indian nation was now within the
borders of the state of Alabama,
and the white settlers were to be
forcibly removed-as intruders, if
necessary.
Gov. Gayle countered by directing the legislature to form nine
counties from the Indian nation.
Nullifier! came the charge against
the governor who had been a
staunch supporter of President
Jackson in his anti-nullification
stand. No! was the reply of the governor. This was altogether a matter
of jurisdiction.
Clashes between Federal troops
and Alabama citizens, determined
not to be forcibly removed from
their homes, drew blood. Gov.
Gayle, cautioning calmness and prudence, gave orders for the militia of
the nine new counties to be made
ready. Shortly afterwards, Francis
Scott Key arrived in Tuscaloosa, at
that time the capital.
Sarah Gayle wrote of him in her
journal (now located in the library
of the University of Alabama): "He
is very pleasant-intelligent-you at
once perceive, and somewhat peculiar in his manners. He is a little,
nay, a good deal absent in company, not always attending when
others converse, and often abruptly

December, 1969

breaking in with a question, though
evidently unconscious of what he
has done. His countenance is not remarkable when at rest, but as soon
as he lifts his eyes, usually fixed
upon some object near the floor,
the man of sense, of fancy and the
POET is at once seen."
The poet became a frequent visitor to the home, and Sarah wrote
of the simplicity of his manner and
of his religious beliefs. The two
quickly recognized in each other a
bond in their love of poetry and in
their faith. There is something reminiscent of chivalry in the attitude
of both toward Christianity. Often
he read to the children from the
Book of Common Prayer, his own
poem, "Lord, with Glowing Heart
I'd Praise Thee," among the selections. Sometimes he had little Sarah
Ann, the oldest, read to him.
During his visits Key wrote two
poems which he dedicated to Sarah
Ann. One of the poems, "The Rock
of Thy Salvation," was quite serious to have been written for a child.
The other tells her fortune:
Thine hand, fair little maiden-let
me see
How run the mystic lines of
destiny?
Sarah Gayle! thou wilt be fair,
So a thousand youths shall swear;
And beloved thou shalt be,
And be-rhymed incessantly.

There are other verses, one of
which plays on the name Gayle.
Within six weeks' time Key had
effected a settlement of the trouble
in Alabama and returned home a
week before Christmas. The following June he wrote to Sarah: "I have
often thought of Tuscaloosa and

~;;:1~;t~~~'=

Young Sarah Ann Gayle, who inspired
verses from the pen of Francis Scott Key .

your family circle, and could I
transport myself as easily as my
thoughts, I should still be a frequent visitor there."
Little Sarah Ann grew up and
married Dr. William Bones Crawford from Winnsboro, South Carolina, who practiced medicine in the
French and Spanish quarters of
Mobile. Sarah Crawford's daughter,
Sarah the third, visited in Edgefield,
met and married a cousin, Samuel
Bones Hughes, and lived in Edgefield County at Blocker Place, now
owned by Sarah Crawford Hughes'
daughter, Mary.
A portrait of Sarah Crawford remains in the old home and reminds
the visitor that her mother, Sarah
Gayle Crawford, was honored with
verses from the pen of Francis
Scott Key.

Katharine M. Day is from Edgefield.
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Publisher's
Pondering
Sandlapper Press
Expands Facilities

When "Sandlapper" first began publication 24 months ago,
10,000 issues of the January 1968
issue were printed. Because of
our loyal and enthusiastic subscribers, our press run for this December issue will be 22,000. January, February and March 1968
issues are selling for $7, $5 and
$'5, respectively. The remaining
back issues of "Sandlapper" are
available at our office for $1.25
each, including postage and handling.
Not even in our fondest dreams
did we expect to grow as rapidly
as we have. We now have subscribers in all 50 states and 26
foreign countries and territories,
and are represented by subscribers in every town and city in
South Carolina except for a few
crossroads.
We have just moved into our
new facilities on U.S. 378, West
Columbia, between 1-26 and 1-20.
Our new quarters will house what
we hope will be one of the largest
art sales galleries in the Southeast. We have invited approximately 100 well-known South
Carolina artists to display their
paintings for sale in this gallery.
We hope to add to this list of
artists as time goes on. We plan
to display as many as 200 paintings at a time, ranging in price
from $15 to $1,500. We also hope
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to carry an extensive line of
prints by South Carolina artists
with the prints to be priced within the financial means of everyone. In addition, we are beginning
a bookstore in the art gallery
which will specialize in South
Carolina related books.
We are especially interested in
cookbooks published by church
groups and women's groups.
By the time you receive this issue the gallery should be completed and books and pictures
should be arriving. We invite you
to stop by at any time Monday
through Friday from 9 :00 to
5 :00. We do not. anticipate that
the gallery will be ready for a
formal opening and completely
stocked before January 1. But
we welcome your visit in the
meantime.
In the first quarter of 1970 we
are publishing a hardbound
quarterly entitled "South Carolina History Illustrated," which
will allow us to depict South
Carolina persons, events and
places of the past and to preserve
them for the future. The articles
in "South Carolina History Illustrated" will be longer than those
in "Sandlapper" but will continue
to be written for the reader of
popular history.
We have seven or eight books
in various stages of publication.
We will make further announcements about these books as the
year progresses.
A compilation of Dr. Lewis P.
Jones' series, "South Carolina: A
Synoptic History for Laymen,"
will be published with additional
illustrations, in the spring of
1970.
Although "Sandlapper" has
not been the financial success
which we had hoped it would be,
we have expanded our activities
in anticipation of an improvement
in this area in the next several
years.
This issue was printed in its entirety in our own printing plant
in our new quarters. This is the
first issue which Sandlapper
Press, Inc. has printed with its
new equipment. We have an extremely modern printing plant
with a giant Heidelberg RZO
two-color press and a Heidelberg
KORD one-color press.
Edward T. O'Cain is in charge
of our printing department. Ed
has over 23 years' experience in
the printing field. We intend to

offer printing services to the public and will be in a position to
specialize in color brochures,
magazines and similar items.
We wish to thank the R. L.
Bryan Company, and especially
Bill Harley, for their excellent
printing of our first 23 issues of
"Sandlapper" and for their cooperation and assistance which
was essential to "Sandlapper's"
initial efforts.
Correct Mailing Addresses

To assure delivery of your
"Sandlapper" each month a correct
address is essential.
As we complete our second year
of publication, we continue to learn
new things about circulation each
day. One of the most important is
this: If a person has a post office
box or drawer, all Second-Class
Mail, including magazines, Must be
addressed to that address - even
though the person receives some of
his First-Class Mail, such as personal letters, at his home or street
address.
During the past month, several
postmasters have returned the
labels cut from copies of the
November issue to us because the
address was, for example, 124 Lane
Street, when the person had an address such as P. 0. Box 24. We pay
the post office 10 cents for this
service of updating our mailing
list. The rest of the magazine is
thrown away by the post office.
Therefore, in the process of receiving a correct address, the subscriber in question loses an issue of
"Sandlapper."
The Circulation Department is
very concerned about such destruction of magazines, and it can be
avoided only by our being supplied
with correct adresses. In the past
we have re-mailed magazines, but
now that we are receiving such a
large number of incorrect addresses each month, this has become
impossible to do.
If we are supplied with CORRECT MAILING ADDRESSES,
you will receive your magazines.
INCORRECT MAILING ADDRESSES consume much of our
time and effort and are responsible, for the most part, when you
do not receive an issue.
Please check the label on your
most recent issue of "Sandlapper"
and, if it is incorrect in any respect, let us know and we will correct it.
Sand lap per

OUR LADY
OF
EPKIN
I

n early 1962 I visited a sanctuary
in the South Carolina Low Country, some 30 miles northwest of
the Diocesan See of Charleston and
4,100 miles southwest of the Apostolic See of Rome: Our Lady of
Mepkin, a Trappist abbey abounding in peace, contentment and joy.
Mepkin, with its geographical isolation, offers the miracles of nature
to men who are not escaping the
realities of life but, rather, who are
seeking to find these realities-men
who feel the insufficiency of life in
a civilization devoted to synthetic
peace, artificial contentment and
deceptive joy. The beneficiaries of
this tranquil enclave are the Order
of Cistercians of the Strict Observance (0.C.S.O.).
What is this order? It was established about a thousand years ago
by a small band of Benedictine
monks devoted to revitalizing European monasticism, then decaying.
They began their reform by establishing a retreat in the forest of
Citreaux-or, in the Latin, Cistercium-situated in what today is the
Diocese of Dijon in France. The
impetus of their efforts lasted several centuries, during which time
there was a phenomenal increase in
the number of Cistercian abbeys
and affiliated convents. But by the
latter half of the 13th century
Cistercian orders were degenerating,
and not until several hundred years
1a ter was there a resurgence of
Benedictine ideals of purity and

By
John A. Chase
December, 1969
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simplicity. The prime mover of the
resurgence, as far as the Trappists
are concerned, was the ascetic
Armand-Jean leBouthillier de
Rance, godson of Cardinal Richelieu.
Divesting himself of all worldly
goods in the summer of 1662, de
Rance embarked for Normandy and
the abbey called La Grande Trappe,
self-commissioned to revive many
austere practices of the ancient
Benedictine Rule. Here was an
uncompromising advocate of the
Strict Observance appearing at the
critical hour. Ultra-dramatic, enthusiastic and impulsive in nature, he
was ridiculed, humiliated and condemned from within and without
the Order. Perseverance usually
wins and the Trappist reform was
finally a gratifying success. The ebb
tide became a flood tide. Monks
from every order, as well as noble-

Prayer, sacred reading and manual labor form the basic elements of
monastic life at Our Lady of Mepkin. Reading may be public or private.

-Photos by John H. Holt Jr.

The abbey is best known for the select eggs produced there. A monk gathers eggs from
one of the six massive poultry houses containing some 12,000 white Leghorns.
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men, senior army officers, princes,
all sought the cloisters of the
O.C.S.O. under Abbot de Rance.
The convictions of this reformer
stimulated the zeal of his followers
for the greatest physical self-abasement, the most crushing mortifications, the bleakest fasts, the longest
vigils, the hardest labors. It restored
one of the basic elements of monastic spirituality-self-sacrifice. Converts soon became known as Trappists. This cognomen handed down
through the centuries is still in common usage.
But grim days were ahead. In
1789 the French National Assembly, of French Revolution infamy,
ordered the confiscation of the
properties of religious orders. The
following year, a law denied recognition of religious vows. The new
revolutionary government indoctrinated the populace with a hatred
for religion. The Abbey of Citreaux
was sold for auction. Devastation
and destruction of abbeys was
rampant. The extinction of the
Trappists in France appeared certain. By 1798 Trappist refugees
were appearing in Germany, Austria, Bohemia, Poland and Russia,
trying to find safe and permanent
Sand lapper

Work in the botanical garden of the
abbey is one of the labors of the monks.

About 200 acres of land are cultivated to produce silage for the cattle and food crops
for the chickens. The monks have also built a dairy barn and a milk processing plant.

abodes.
America heard of their plight.
The Trappists were beseeched to
come to this vast, unexplored territory to settle in its forests and prairies. Finally, in 1803, a group of
monks set sail for the United
States, where they established a
monastery, finally, in Cahokia, Illinois-but only after years of hardships and setbacks. In 1813 instructions came to close the monastery
in Cahokia and to join some recently arrived monks from Martinique
for the establishment of a single
community on Manhattan Island.
News shortly afterward arrived
from France that Napoleon had fallen. At long last, they could return
to their native soil. By curious accident, one of their number, Father
Vincent de Paul, remained. He
eventually became the founder of a
monastery in Novia Scotia, which
survived under alternating fortunes
through the 19th century, when it
merged with Our Lady of the Valley in Rhode Island.
By an odd but fortunate tum of
events, after 1815 France became
one of the safest havens in Europe
for monks. One by one, the monasteries in Belgium, Germany, Spain

and Italy closed their doors and the tucky, Massachusetts, Missouri,
monks returned to their original New York, Oregon, South Carolina,
Utah and Virginia-with three Traphome.
In 1834 the Trappists had di- pistine nunneries in Massachusetts,
vided into two congregations-the Iowa and California. They have
disciples of Citeaux and the fol- more than quadrupled in number
lowers of de Rance. This inspired since 1943. With fewer than 150
Dom Maxime, then abbot, to look Trappists in the United States 26
beyond the frontiers of France for years ago, the number has increased
a new community. His eyes turned to about 700 today-plus some 83
to American shores. It was not long Trappistines.
before a 1,400-acre farm was
Th is growth in large measure
located and, in 1848, 44 Brothers stemmed from the returning vetersailed for America.
ans of World War II, disillusioned
Arriving at New Orleans the by suffering and cruelty. To these
Trappists transferred their baggage men, earnestly in pursuit of peace,
to a Mississippi River steamer for the harrowing experiences of blood
their 10-day journey to Louisville, baths had brought into clear focus
Kentucky, and then on to Gethsem- the weaknesses and stupidities of
ani-their new home. Improvisation human nature. Concluding that
marked the beginning of this new rigorous austerity develops the best
community. The chronicles of the in human character, they decided
establishment of Our Lady of Geth- they could better serve mankind
semani, proto-abbey of the New throughout the world by prayer,
World, are worthy of a fascinating and through a life of self-sacrifice
treatise unto themselves. Suffice it bring mankind to divine salvation.
to say that within 20 years this They were firm in their conviction
abbey contained all the essentials of that by devoting their lives to selfa thoroughly equipped Cistercian less contemplation and prayer, no
greater contribution could be made
monastery with survival assured.
Today, Trappist abbeys have to humanity, and no greater joy
colonized in 12 states: California, could come to them than to praise
Colorado, Georgia, Iowa, Ken- God. They wanted to live at peace
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with God and man.
And now to return to Our Lady
ofMepkin.
Mepkin. Exhaustive research fails
to disclose either the origin or the
meaning of the word. According to
legendary conjecture, it is probably
the contraction of a word or words
of the primitive Indian tribes inhabiting this region. Unfortunately, the
dialects of these aborigines have
been lost.
Be that as it must, this captivating 3, 000-acre Cooper River
plantation can be traced back almost 300 years. More than likely it
was purchased for a mere piece of
cloth or a hatchet or two, or even a
bright-colored string of beads.
The plantation has had a long list
of owners through the years. Henry
Laurens, noted South Carolina
statesman, purchased Mepkin in
1762 and was eventually buried
there. Mepkin was owned by the
Laurens family until 1851; after
that it changed owners repeatedly
until 1949 when The Most Reverend Emmett Michael Walsh, Bishop
of Charleston, received it from its
late owner, Henry R. Luce. The
Abbey of the Immaculate Heart of
Mary (now Mepkin Abbey) received
the plantation from the Bishop that
same year.
An aura of mystic and alluring
charm encompasses this secluded
historic Carolina plantation. Eerie
gray moss shelters the venerable live
oaks along its stately one-mile avenue. White Cherokee roses and varicolored azaleas border the well-nigh
impenetrable thickets of pine, palmet to, yucca and semi-tropical
vines. The Cooper River establishes
one of Mepkin's natural boundaries.
A commanding view of the tidal
marshes, the swaying of gray-green
grass in the twists and turns of the
creeks and inlets, and the skillfully
designed formal gardens once surrounding the elegant homesteads
(now extinct) of early proprietors-these things unite their aesthetic characteristics to produce a
setting capable of inspiring the
mind, the body and the soul.
It was on Nov. 14, 1949, that a
72

troop of 29 monks, from the
Abbey of Our Lady of Gethsemani,
arrived at this South Carolina tidewater plantation to establish a new
religious community-the eighth
Trappist monastery in the United
States. What did they find? A permanent caretaker's house at the
entrance to the estate, a modern
two-story edifice with all appurtenances, several guest cottages and
other facilities used for seasonal
occupancy by its previous owners.
A preponderant majority of the
acreage was and still is in timberland.
Within 20 years their record has
been one of signal achievement.
Some 200 acres of forest land have
been placed in cultivation-to produce silage for their Jersey cows
and food crops for their white Leghorn chickens, as well as to make
room for botanical nurseries for the
commercial market, and vegetable
gardens for their own sustenance.
Physical plant additions include a
distinctive chapel true to Cistercian
architectural simplicity, equipped
with sacrificial altar with sacrament
of the Holy Eucharist, imposing
an tip honers (liturgical books for
melodic chants), ambo (bookstand), crozier (abbot's staff), missals (prayer books) and a small electric console organ. In addition,
there is a large chapter room, a spacious cloister, a library (works on
theology and general spiritual reading), a scriptorium (study hall), a
dormitory, a refectory equipped
with kitchens and bakery, a small
infirmary, a laundry, a guest house,
and gardens and courtyards
abounding with blooming flowers
and evergreen shrubbery.
By their diligent labors, they
have contructed six massive poultry
houses for some 12,000 chickens, a
dairy barn, a milk-processing plant,
a botanical hothouse, a machine
shop and sheds, a sawmill, storage
barns, a refrigerated storage building for eggs, an irrigation system,
and a good inventory of farm
machinery. A lofty, aluminized
water storage tank furnishes a
sweeping panorama of the area.

One of the most picturesque rendezvous is found in the garden
where a magnificent reproduction
of The Adoration of the Magi in
Italian tile-given by the donor of
the plantation-was assembled by
the monks at Mepkin.
Since the founding of Our Lady
of Mepkin, the community's roster
has increased to 30 monks, 12 of
whom are priests and two of whom
are hermits. No race or color barriers exist, and the community represents a geographical cross-section
of the United States.
Likewise, the monks come from
typical contemporary secular vocations-from laborer to college professor. Most are well-educated. Particularly striking is their physical
stature-strong, erect. The community is well-balanced as to age,
the average postulant being in his
mid-20s. One monk recently observed his 50th anniversary in the
priesthood.
Prayer, sacred reading and manual labor form the basic elements of
a balanced monastic life. The monk
participates in common liturgical
worship. He frequently gives himself to solitary prayer. Liturgical
and solitary intercession enrich
each other. Sacred reading, publicly
or privately, offers the privileged
context of both parts of the monk's
contemplative dialogue. Because the
monk desires to be self-supporting and free from multiple contacts
with the world, he necessarily
spends part of his day in manual
labor. This labor of his hands, combined with prayer an9 sacred reading, benefits his soul.
Their person and costume are
unadorned-no crucifix, no rosary,
no medallion, no insignia. They
wear ultra-simple coarse white
habits (tunics) beneath a black
scapular, leathern girdle and white
cowl (cloak). Their heads are
shaven except for a narrow halo.
Hermits are not members of the
order, but laymen who devote their
time to manual labor, live in the
guest quarters, wear secular clothing, and receive no compensation
except for their board and lodging.
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Above: The dormitory of Our Lady of Mepkin Abbey.
-Photos by John H. Holt Jr.

Right: The distinctive chapel, true to Cistercian architectural simplicity. Above: Located in the chapel are imposing
antiphoners, volumes containing liturgical verse which is
chanted by the monks. The chief occupation of the Trappist
contemplative is liturgical prayer and the chanting of Psalms.
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The monks sleep in long rows of
cubicles, about four feet wide and
sufficiently long to accommodate a
narrow, excessively hard sleeping
pallet; curtains draped over the
partitions are lowered at night.
Crude furniture, a simple crucifix,
and a religious picture or two on
the walls complete their individual
quarters. When they retire they
wear a special night habit.
They sleep, eat, study and work
in their habits, and at death are
buried in them, each with an iron
cross on his forehead.
They eat together in a simple
refectory, seated on individual
benches at tables of bare boards
upon which is placed the minimum
in tablewear. During meals, one of
the monks reads religious literature
to his Brothers, who meditate on
his words.
They receive visitors, correspond
with families and friends and, in the
words of the abbot, the 20th century "thrust is more towards person al ism, personal responsibility
and co-responsibility." Hence, each
monk must make his own determination as to "how he can best be a
man of prayer, and how much
actual sacrifice and penance he
needs."
On Holy Thursday, the abbot
washes the feet of 12 Brothers in
commemoration of Christ's similar
act with the Apostles on the day of
the Last Supper. Other priests wash
the feet of the remaining Brothers.
By this meek gesture, Trappists
meet on common ground, and by
this deed of submission seek the
purification of themselves.
In seeking spiritual perfection,
they admit their faults to their
ab bot, and on occasions before
their Brothers. Should differences
of opinion arise, the issue is resolved by a majority vote of the
community.
The prospective postulant may
enter only by application, must be
found sound in mind and body,
with sufficient mental and physical
stamina to undertake the rigorous
demands of manual labor, the severity of daily living, and the exacting
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requirements of humility and faithful obedience. Above and beyond
these qualities, the applicant must
prove his reputation is without
blemish and furnish complete evidence of his religious intentions. "If
you desire to enter here, leave your
body at the door; here is space for
only your soul." The cloisters of
Mepkin have no room for the melancholy and dour. The essential
attributes are humility, simplicity,
cheerfulness, enthusiasm, perseverance, piety, patience and spiritual
vitality. It is only this type of character that can ·g row in a spirit of
prayer and penance, and become
quickened to the sanctification of
suffering humanity.
The postulancy continues over a
period from one to six months. At
the conclusion of this probationary
period, the postulant aspires to
become a novice. The abbot's "priAbove: The Angelus, a devotion commemorating the Incarnation, is said morning,
noon and evening. Below : The burial plot of the Laurens family at Mepkin.
Henry Laurens, noted South Carolina statesman, purchased Mepkin in 1762.
The plantation remained in the Laurens family's possession until 1851.
-Photos by John H, Holt Jr.
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vate council" examines his fidelity
to duty, his observance of the spiritual and temporal obligations, his
punctuality, his perseverance and
his joy in his new vocation. Upon
approval of the "private council"
he is advanced to this station. This
second step also offers the opportunity to the postulant to engage in
the searching of his soul and to
dedicate himself to a devout monastic life.
Admitted as a novice, he enters
this period of training for two
years. Upon its conclusion, another
testing of the novice (by the Chapter and himself) similar to that in
the postulancy is made. By a vote
of the full community he may be
permitted to make his simple profession vows to his abbot in ceremonies appropriate to the occasion.
These vows are a contract between
the individual and the Church for
three years. Solemn profession
vows follow. Each vow is accompanied by a strict self-examination
and Chapter appraisal. Solemn vows
impose a sacred obligation, promises made to God to embrace a
higher state of life and to a lifelong
fidelity to the abbey.
The 0.C.S.O. is among the most
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strict and completely cloistered of
Catholic religious orders. The Trappist binds himself to five vows:
obedience, poverty, chastity, conversion of manners, and stability, in
these simple yet profound words:
"I promise you obedience according to the Rule of St. Benedict until
death."
Compare the Trappist's life with
the outside world and there is no
word for it but fantastic. Silence:
The monks respect the needs of
others for silence as well as their
own need. It is a self-imposed
penance as mortification for their
sins and the sins of the world.
Vigils: They rise in the middle of
the night to begin their "spiritual
exercises" for the day. Fasting:
They never eat meat (except for the
sick); they subsist on vegetables,
milk, bread and the barest necessities to sustain life.
The prevailing characteristic of
20th-century living is love of materialism-especially in the United
States-where we intuitively make
our measurements with the yards tick of practicality and utility.
Religious orders like the Dominicans (preachers), Jesuits (teachers),
Benedictines (educators), and those
who nurse the sick, care for the
aged and the orphan are readily
understood. Their accomplishments
can be measured, compared and
appraised.
So these questions naturally
evolve. What useful purpose does a
contemplative order such as the
Trappists serve? They perform no
active ministry to mankind-they
do not preach, teach, nurse the
sick, care for the aged or orphanwhen our times have such compelling need for such activities. What is
the logic of submerging themselves
in a secluded monastery in the egotistical solicitude of their personal
salvation? What is the rationalization of contemplation, prayer,
penance, Psalm chanting, spiritual
reading, silence, vigils, fasting,
sleeping on hard couches, perpetual
abstinence from meat, hard manual
labor and other self-ordered deprivations?

Contemplation is the primary,
essential and immediate end of the
Trappist. In this, the life in the
monastery differs from that in
other religious institutions and that
led by the ordinary Christian. For
contemplation basically implies the
constant endeavor to seek to know
and love God more and more-a
duty incumbent on every Christian.
Many religious orders give it only a
part of their time and attention
because of other duties. Others
attempt to blend harmoniously the
contemplative life with the active
ministry. And still others aim at
accomplishing the duty of contemplation to the utmost perfection
and give up all occupations inconsistent with it.
Life for the Trappist is not complete and perfect unless permeated
by prayer. For this reason, the community assembles in choir for several predetermined periods of each
day, so that, when possible, there is
no great interval without a call to
formal, vocal prayer. The chief
occupations of the Trappist contemplative are liturgical prayer and
Psalm chanting.
Among the monastic observances
none appears more alarming than
restricted silence, but to the Trappist it is only in silence that the
soul can hear the voice of God.
Conversing gives rise to numberless
thoughts, fancies and desires foreign to the duties and purposes of
contemplative life, which trouble
the soul at the hour of prayer and
distract it from God. The Trappist
uses his tongue far less often and to
better purpose-several hours every
day in choir chanting the divine
office.
Monks, old and young, work at
carpentry, shoemaking, gardening
or other occupations suitable to
their capacity and physical condition. But manual labor serves
another purpose. It is a recognized
principle that monks, as distinguished from mendicants, should
support themselves by the labor of
their hands. St. Benedict introduced the vow of stability, whereby
the monk is united for life to the
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particular monastery in which he
made his profession. This objective
was to secure for the community as
a whole and for every member of it
individually, a share in all the fruits
that arise from the labors of each
monk. The Trappists' ideal is to
support themselves by manual labor
as far as local conditions and the
personnel of the community
permit.
Trappists cater to the growing
interest of Americans in gourmet
foods. Suffice it to cite the Trappists in California, famous for their
dairy farm products and prune
orchards; in Canada for their
cheese; in Kentucky for their soft
cheese seasoned with caraway
seeds; in Massachusetts for their
caramels and preserves; in New
York for their 9th-century recipe
bread; in South Carolina for their
select eggs; in Virginia for their
honey buns.
Little need be said of the other
advantages to body and soul the
Trappist reaps from his daily manual toil. It insures fidelity to the
regular observances and even
renders them congenial. He no
longer feels the inconveniences of
his hard couch, he relishes his plain
food, he fasts with less difficulty,
and he can dispense with recreation
common to other religious orders.
His mind becomes relaxed and is
able to renew its vigor for subsequent prayer. And above all, physical exercise is conducive to the
spiritual exercise of contemplation,
since manual labor is always accompanied by silence.
So the ancient oaks of Mepkin,
flourishing in the soil of the earliest
settlements in America, raise their
branches towards Heaven and unite
with the Trappists, one of the earliest and most devout of all religious orders, in raising their hearts
and voices in prayer, to praise God,
and to plead for blessings on all of
God's children.

-Photo by Gary c. Lecroy

- Photo by Father Lawrence

Give me, kind Heaven, a private
station
A mind serene for contemplation.

John A. Chase is from Columbia.
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(Continued from page 64)

3-JANUARY 5
GREENVILLE-County Museum of Art
-34th Annual Juried Exhibition by
Greenville Artists Guild.

1-31
FLORENCE-USC Regional Campus Jon Formo Sculpture and Ceramics
Exhibit.

SPARTANBURG-The Arts Center "A Time of Trees."

9-JANUARY 2
6-31
COLUMBIA-The Studio - Invitational
Preview Showing by Elizabeth
Fryga.

1-31

7-21

FLORENCE-USC Regional Campus Nell LaFaye Art Exhibit.

CLEMSON-Clemson University - Lee
Hall Gallery, Mid-term Student
Work Exhibit (varied).

10-31
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art- Sculpture
and Paintings by Harry Shaw and
Margo Allen.

7-21
1-31
GREENVILLE-Furman University Watkins Student Center, Paintings
by Bette Coburn.

GREENVILLE-County Museum of Art
- "Christmas All Through the
House," Annual Christmas Tree Exhibition.

14-JANUARY 4
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art - 102nd
Annual American Watercolor Society Traveling Show.

Account
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JANUARY
Through January 11
SPARTANBURG-The Gallery - Premiere opening._ "The World of
Helen Moseley."

football

Mills' Atlas
DECEMBER

tours
DECEMBER
13

6
GREENWOOD-Lander vs. Greensboro
College.

8
GREENWOOD-Lander vs. Wofford.

$50 postpaid

GAFFNEY-Tour of Holiday Homes.

10

miscellaneous

invaluable source
material for historians,
genealogists and
research workers.

CHARLESTON-Citadel
Marine.

vs.

Merchant

INDIVIDUAL DISTRICT

10

MAPS

NEWBERRY-Newberry vs. Lander.

Through DECEMBER

15
COLUMBIA-Russell House "New
York Is," photography by Takayuki
Ogawa.

1-21
GREENVILLE-Peoples National Bank
-Christmas decorations by Jerry
Blackmon.

6
CAYCE-West Columbia-Cayce Christmas Parade.

$6 each postpaid

13
CHARLESTON-Citadel
State.

vs.

Arkansas

13
DUE WEST-Erskine vs. Lander.

16
CHARLESTON-Citadel vs. University
of the South.

17
CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Alabama.

6-27
WILLIAMSTON-Park Decorated for
Christmas by Local Schools,
Churches, Civic and Business Organizations.

18
CHARLESTON-Citadel vs. Roanoke.

22

15
CONWAY-Christmas Wonderland.

CHARLESTON-Citadel vs. Long Island
University.

29-30

16-21
BULLS ISLAND-Bulls Island Annual
Bow and Arrow Hunt.

GREENVILLE-Poinsettia Basketball
Tournament.

Abbeville
Rarnwell
Beaufort
Charleston
Chester
Chesterfield
Colleton
Darlington
Edgefield
Fairfield
Georgetown
Greenville
Horry
Kershaw

Lancaster
Laurens
Lexington
Marion
Marlborough
Newberry
Orangeburgh
Pendleton
tiichland
Spartanburgh
Union
Williamsburgh
York

Originally published in 1825 by
Robert Mills, this Atlas contains
much fascinating information about
the South Carolina of 143 years
ago. An edition published in 1938
is now a collector's item. This edition (Wilkins-Keels) with the maps
in the same size as the original is
printed on fine quality paper. It
contains all of the 28 district maps
and the state map.
S. C. residents add 3% sales tax.
Send check or money order
to
MILLS' ATLAS
Sandlapper Press, Inc.

JANUARY
28-29
AIKEN-Aiken Holiday Chess Festival.
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January 8

P. 0. Box 1668
Columbia, S. C.

29202

GREENWOOD-Lander vs. Benedict.
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MISS ARNOLD'S
LITTLE SCHOOL

llendale, choosing not to turn its
back on the charm of the past,
has preserved the local oneroom schoolhouse that was the
forerunner of its public schools.
Those who travel on U.S. 301 are
invited to inspect this landmark
which dates back to 1875. The
little white schoolhouse now stands
in its third location-a front corner
lot of the Allendale Elementary
School.
In this day of sprawling, modernistic buildings, a one-room schoolhouse is an unusual relic, refreshing
and uncomplicated. Allendale recognized this fact and, at the same
time, honored the remarkable lady
who gave this Low-Country town
its first private school.
For many years, Miss Augusta
Selena Arnold taught the children
of old Allendale families. Her roll
call included such names as Hay,
Tison, Stoney, Maner, Darlington,
Patterson, Breeland, Allen, Searson,
Sams, Lawton and others.
The little building is constructed
of 12-inch pine boards, horizontally

A
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crossed with two-inch laths. It originally stood on another front corner lot near the former residence of
Dr. and Mrs. R.P. Searson. The late
Mrs. Searson was Miss Arnold's
younger and only sister. Miss Arnold, a native of Georgia, made her
home with the Searsons and contributed much to the progress of
education in Allendale.
Today one hears much of
crowded classrooms. The one-room
schoolhouse was also crowded but
in a different way. From beginners
to teen-agers they studied in Allendale's first school, under one
teacher.
After Allendale's later public
school was forced to close temporarily, perhaps due to lack of funds,
the "Little White Schoolhouse" was
reopened. During this difficult
period Miss Arnold was assisted by
another capable teacher, Miss "Em"
L'Artigue.
The one-room school demanded
much of any teacher. Allendale's
school was fortunate enough to
have a person who dedicated the

greater part of her life to teaching.
Even after her retirement and the
loss of sight in one eye, Miss Arnold
was still both tutor and student.
She never stopped learning, never
stopped sharing her keen knowledge with young people.
Selena Arnold was a girl of 14
when the Civil War was declared in
1860. Like many children during
those critical times, she was taught
at home by her mother and an
uncle, both well educated. Her
father, an honor graduate of Yale,
died when Selena was small but the
library he left intrigued her bright
mind as she grew up. Later she took
courses in summer schools and also
taught some of them. Having grown
up during those war years and the
adjustment of Reconstruction days,
one had to want an education and
to work against unfavorable odds.
Miss Arnold had both the desire
and the determination; perhaps that
is what made her the kind of
teacher she became.
The carpenter who built Miss
Arnold's school, a Mr. Jenkins,
would no doubt be surprised and
pleased to know that his work still
stands. It was built of heart pine
and was dear to the heart of its
owner. She, too, would be proud to
know that Allendale has kept her
school-a reminder of those days
when it was far harder to obtain an
education than it is today.
When you 're in Allendale, ask
some of the friendly folk to direct
you to Miss Arnold's Little School,
surrounded by a white picket fence.
Stand in the doorway and let your
imagination take you back into
another era, 93 years ago, when
children of mixed ages sat in that
one small room; learned their
ABC's and how to write; studied
Latin and algebra. Boys must have
misbehaved then as now, and girls
surely giggled just as they do today.
Stand in the doorway and listen.
You can almost hear and see the
children of Allendale's pioneersand the teacher who was such an
important part of their lives.

Jane S. Newman is from Greenville.
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Interesting,
Unusual Iten1-s
and Ser\)ices
,ex><=><><=><><=><><=>< ANT IQ U ES x::x x::x><=>< ><=><><=><
PICRICCORN HOUSE. 1601 Richland St., Columbia, S. C. 29201. Integrity, quality, and good taste
are our aim; furniture, paintings, rugs, accessories
and gifts are displayed in the interesting setting of a
large 18th century house .
NOTTINGHAM ANTIQUES . 166 Alabama St., Spartanburg , S. C. 29302. Dealer to the discriminating. 18th
and 19th century furniture . Decorative accessories.
CONSULT OUR PROFESSIONAL and talented Interior
Designer. See our distinctive collection of old silver,
needlepoint rugs, crystal, porcelain .rnd gifts . Palmetto Interiors, 1000 Gervais St., Columbia, S. C .
19201
:::X>C><>C><>C><>C><><=

BOO KS

CX,C:X ><=>< ><=>< ><::><><=

GITTMAN'S ON DEVINE. 2019 Devine St ., Columbia,
S. C . 29205. Ph . 254-5505. Retailers of new books,
prints, fine b,nd,ngs, specializing in South Caroliniana
and the Confederacy. Mail orders welcomed.
OLD BOOKS, 65,000 carefully classified. Catalogs free.
Libraries purchased , appraised. The Attic, Hodges,
S. C. 29653.

FOUNDATION FOR HISTORIC RESTORATION,
Pendleton, S. C. 29670, announces publication,
"Call of the Sea," by Robert Adger Bowen $3.00--Attractive gift. All proceeds assist restoration work!
=><><=><K:><><=><>C> COOK BOO KS =<><=><><=><><=><>C>

a real bargain
at our new
reduced
The readers of Sandlapper are discriminating persons interested in unusual products
and services.
Sandlapper caters to this select audience
in its classified advertising section captioned
"Interesting, Unusual Items and Services."
If your business will appeal to the quality
audience which our readers constitute, we
invite you to consider an advertisement in
the media which will provide optimum exposure for your product. See page 80 for our
new reduced rates.
For further details on Interesting, Unusual
Items and Services, write to: Sandlapper
Press, Inc., Box 1668, Columbia, S. C. 29202.
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CHARLESTON RECEIPTS, TRICENTENNIAL EDITION.
Excellent as gifts , collector's item , souvenir, or cookbook library, these cherished dishes, illustrated by
famous artists and spiced with Gullah verses were
collected by The Junior League of Charleston to
support community projects . Write : Box 177S, Charleston, S. C . 29402 for orders or information. S3.75
postpaid.

:x ><=>< x::x x::x x::x >c:><

G I FT S

>c:>< ><=>< ><=>< x::x x::x ><:

SUNBURST HOUSE, U.S. 378, Berly St., Lexington,
S. C. 29072. Distinguished wedding-Christmas gifts.
Decorative accessories. fabrics, wallpapers, accent
furniture. Selections by Interior Designers David
Wessinger, A.I.D., Edward Dick , A . I.D .

<><=><><=><><=><><=><> N EE DLEW O RK <><=><><=><><=><K:><>
WILDFLOWER NEEDLEWORK PATTERN . 12" x 18"
pattern depiciting 25 S. C. Wildflowers . Pictured in
June, 1968 Sandlapper. Send $2 .08 plus 25¢ postage
and handling to : Sandlapper Press Inc., P. 0. Box
1668, Columbia, S. C. 29202.

Copy for "Interesting, Unusual Items and
Services " must be received in our office by
the fifth of the month preceding the first day
ot the month in which the advertisement is to
appec:ir. Rates, pdyable in advance, are: a
single insertion-70¢ a word; three consecutive insertions~O¢ a word; six consecutive
insertions-55¢ a word ; 12 consecutive insertions-SO¢ a word . Minimum insertion 15
words
Request an advertising form from:
Sandlapper Press, Inc., Interesting, Unusual
Items and Services, P. 0. Box 1668, Cofumbia ,
S. C. 29202.
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The best defense against rising costs of hospital and medical
care comes from the preferred health insurance plan in South
Carolina. Comprehensive coverage with direct payment of the
highest benefits.

Blue Oros8®-Blue Shield
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
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